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State Police
to conduct
`09 ddzens
academy
Spada IP lee Wow
HICKORY, Ky. - Kentucky
Stale Police, Post One, is now
acoepthig applications for the
2009 Kentucky State Police
Citizens Police Academy. The
10-week academy is shoed to
begin on October 6 aid cow
Murray residents expressed
chide December 16. Students
disk dissatisfaction with the lead
will meet Tuesdays from 6 p.m.
lee element of the city's con**
to 8:30 p.m. where they will
hensIve plan at Tuesday night's Planing
leant about the many facets of
Connekeitte Meeting.
the Kentucky State Police
A represesetive from the Paducah engiincluding patrol,patine'invesneering flan Florence & Hutcheson,*Meta
tigations, and drug investigahelped viva the pia with city staff, first
tions.
gave a preemie** on how the city foieStudents will also Ne to take
III.dimiaping in the figure. The
• planbild
pert in simulated traffic stops
included "tudghbor'hood advity OMand evidence collecdon,accordIsm" or smell businesses that might
ing to KSP Trooper Dean
KYI1104 LOUSHOLetiger & Times decrease the need for residents of met*
Students hind to their 1110 a.m. classes today as the faN semesher begins at Murray Stale University.
Pane:sow
emus to drive as far for some types it
The p
atys
' first week
household peed&
will be
at the Kentucky
Sevesid realists of Seventh Street said
State
Paps on Highway
during the hearing that they were colt4/ hi illiekergllie following
WM.VS OP lad. tue mop dim*
die weeks Ikkatademy will
mesdames toward allowing more commerbn,14011 at the Cleaves County
cial properties near the neisktiodiood. See
PitAFORT,Ky.(AP)— Leader has reported previ- viding services such as lob- costs or senientent coats
acid of Educates on KY 121
Heed add this was already too much tmifin Meylield.
fiem Chilinut Serest end that the Iasi
MIMPloYee tonal- ously due its analysis shows bying,legal advice and insur- those are dollars that deplete
the Kentucky Executive Director Bob ance.
APpileatiedi
in obtained'
comprehansint plan had also showed some
our bottom line," be said.
Counties
has
tof
Arnold
and
direcfour
other
Kentucky
"1
may
not
rdflr
agree
The
with
lawsuits
prepaitiee *twins toward MON
by
am*
former
eliaik
bY
le 270•'WPAGY minims of tors spent $600,000as travel. everything Mt Arnold has employees alleged that they
•
iieeettling to a pub- enesstaimaisat amid meals in done, but 1 do believe Whin were fund as revenge for
can also
had not happesed yet and
be obtained by visiting lished repo&
2007aid 311911.
brought the Whim bads to blowing the whistle on a
4161tee vilip the riees plan Amid ettpeed
Mk Leah** fisiddSties Mika Crk Liao win it aids le be," said "hostile
WWWASSinclkylliskip0001.6tinl
it eyes mot Aim* with *MY
ilconered
,Lawler Jigs- deedteintla ..4111401041110,
ostupc.ShMtusi.
4
1
1 110.,,AI
Vie
r.
famill, :Apteilleg 10,4011011.sequi0060110r said
president in 2000 whim
of me RAN wilds the obtained Show SAtle upsets media teponi;
"JN
dies ism 43 buidnise spates in the ail
Mal'et $2,1 million Maud would review spending at the Arnold Wes hired -"It's mi- who is Arnold'.hissed.
for salt or for mat not being used that
eMployeee who were fired gem".
nable spin."
III See Page 2A
Arnold declined to speak to
would be more suitable for such purposes.
or had their contracts termiWhile some say the money
LaRue County Judge- the Lexington newspaper and
Brown also said that Fourth Street just
nated. In addition, the agency spent to settle lawsuits could Executive Tammy Turner, ICACo General Counsel
spent $118,000 to buy out its have provided more services who is a longtime ICACo &well said he couldn't disII See Page 2A
former executive director.
to counties, others stood by bend member,said be didn't cuss personnel miners or disThat's more than the indi- Arnold, citing the agency's knew how much the firings cussions between staff and
vidual spenditsg of top offi- healthy finances.
040.
board members.
cials at KACo that has come
The association is paid by
"Any dollars that have been
under scrutiny. The Herald- county government; for pro- pal out, either as attorney II See Page SA

Repixt: County group s nt miffions on firings

State upgrades
Enialup food program
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fly The Aoudad Peen
Wedneedri... Sunny with a 40
percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Highs in the
uPPor 80s.
Wednesdaynight...Mostly
cloudy with a 50 percent chance
at showers and thunderstorms.
LOWS in the low 70s.
Thursday... Sunny with a 40
percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Highs in the
upper 110e.
nigh. Mostly
Thursday
cloudy with•50 petcent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows In the lower 70e.
Prtilay...Panly sunny with a40
percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Highs in the
Weer 008Friday nit...Moetly clear.
Lows in the mid ede.
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TOM 1111101111,
Stall Writer
Gov. Steve Beshear announced this morning a $2.9
million plan to continue efforts to help families struggling to make ends meet by modernizing the state's
food stamp program.
The Commonwealth's caseload of program beneficiaries is growing in a bad economy and Beshear says
lawmakers are renewing a conunitment to more efficiendy serve families in need by fall through use offederal stimulus dollen.
"This investment in updated technology and human
resources will improve services for food stamp customers," Beshear said in a news • release. "We are
investing these one-time dollars in projects that will
have a lasting benefit for years to come. "Not only is
this stimulus money modernizing the state's food supplement program, but it's also creating Ss."
As part of the program, software and equipment
upgrades will eliminate paper waste and increase fraud
detection. The advancement, will improve employee
accuracy and streamline the application process 10 staff
can devote more time to client interviews, reducing the
time it takes to get food stamps to eligible applicants.
Interim workers will be hired and enhanced training
will be provided to current staff.
Kentucky Cabinet for Health and Family Services
Secretary Janie Miller said the additional money will
maximize the agency's efforts.
"Good nutrition is essential for children to achieve
their physical and developmental potential," she said.
"Food supplements are enabling Kentucky families and
seniors to make better food choices in the grocery
•See Pegs 2A

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Times
Murray State University Provost and
Vice President of Academic Maki
Gary Brockway (dipPO and others wish
Judge Jell ibylor well after he
announced his inelpildion from 04
board at repines yegetiley.

Taylor speaks aboutboard service after resigning as regent

KYSER LOUGH/Lodger & Times

SION INSTALLED: Workers continue to construct the
entrance of the Murray West Industrial Palk, Including this
4416011.
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OW Wrest
During a press conference Tuesday
announcing his resignation from Murray
State University's board of regents, Court
of Appeals Judge Jeff Taylor of
Owensboro used the opportunity to speak
out on several issues.
Taylor his served on the board since
2006, but Kentucky's Judicial Ethics
Committee in April reversed a long-standing opinion stating that it was not a conflict for judges to serve on university governing boards as long as they refrained
from giving legal advice. The new opinion, known as 1E-117. reversed 1E-64,
which had been held since 1988.
Taylor said ethics opinions are not usually reconsidered unless someone files a
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6 o'clock in the evening at the Murray Woman's Club
Tickets are $50 per person

Imenienmet
insurance Agent
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For more information, or to purchase a ticket,
contact Keith Travis at 270-742-1905
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•Food program ...

NOME
• The Calloway County
Fiscal Court is scheduled to
meet at 5 p.m. on Monday.
August 24 In district courtroom at the Calloway
County Judicial Center.
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will
meet at 4:30 p.m. today
(Wednesday) at City Hall
and will conduct four public
hearings. The first will be to
review the dimensional
variance application for an
11-foot rear setback and to
review exterior appearance
requirements on a proposed manufactured horn*
at 215 Spruce St. The second wiN be to review the
application for a 18.5
equar•-foot variance on a
KY8Efl LOUGH/Ledger & Tams
waN Sign for Cherry Tree
The structure at 1119 Circarama Drive stands eller an
eady-morning are gulled the house.
Florist at 306 Pl. 12th St.
The third will be to review
the conditional use permit
application to allow two
non-related persons to
occupy the premises in an
R-2 zoning district at 1506
Cardinal Dr. The final hearStaff Illeport
fined up again. They left again execudve vice president and ing will be to review
IN
The Murray Fire Department at 10:28 a.m.
general manager, said one piece conditional use permit
responded to a house fire at
Skinner said Fire Marshal of rotating equipment failed on application for
a home
1119 Circarama Dr. at 12:32 Dickie Walls is still investigatSunday and generated sparks, occupation at 1603 College
.Tuesday morning.
ing the cause of the fire. He said which set fire to some duct work ' Farm Rd.
as a horns care
Fire Chief Michael Skinner the house to the north of the rim
and the product being sent provider. Finally, there will
said the home was mostly suffered heat damage and damthrough that duct work. He said be a request to waive street
destroyed by the blaze, which age to the house on the other the
plant's emergency response parking requirements for a
firefighters battled for more than side was more minor.
team put out the blaze and that proposed restaurant in a Bfour hours before finally leaving
Another fire was reported over there had been minor equipment
3 zoning district.
the scene at 4:52 a.m. Twenty the weekend at Vanderbilt
damage to the facility. The said
personnel responded, but 16 Chemical Corporation at 396 the
incident was over in about
• To report a Town Crier
came back at 7:32 a.m. after it Pella Way. Richard Vomiahme,
30 minutes.
Item call 753-1916.

Fires reported at arcarama Drive,
Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation

From Front
aisles. This one-time stimulus
funding allows us to implement
the service enhancements we
need to move forward to better
Serve our customers."
The funding will go to the
cabinet as part of the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act
of 2009 (Recovery Act), also
known as the federal stimulus
package.
The
CHFS
Department for Community
Based Services administers the
state food stamp program,
which is funded by the
Supplemental
Nutrition
Assistance Program:, part of the
U.S.
Department
of
Agriculture's
Food
and
Nutrition Service.
Many Kentucky senior citizens may be eligible for food
stamps and not know it, Miller
said.
'These benefits can increase
seniors' food purchasing power
and ease the limits of a fixed
income," she ant
Food supplements twe a good
way to infuse money into
Kentucky's
conantinities
because it goes tO businesses
that employ local workers.

When families can use food
stamps, it opens up their available income for other necessities, like child care, health care
or other neceuities that also
puts money back into the economy.
In April, stimulus funding
increased food stamp benefits to
most households by 13.6 percent. Food stamps benefits are
provided monthly to qualifying
individuals and families on
electronic benefits transfer
cards. EBT cards work much
like debit or credit cards and
account funding is updated
automatically.
For the past three years,
Kentucky has ranked in the top
10 state programs for the highest percentage of timely
processed food stamp applications and the top 10 for access,
meaning staff is effectively
reaching a high percentage of
Kentucky's families and children who are eligible for the
Progmln•
For more information on
Kentucky's food stamp program
and how to apply, go online to
the cabinet's Web site at
chfs.ky.gov.

II Residents express land use concerns ... •Acad
emy ...
From Front
areas, that did not
mean it would happen. In
response, Hood said it still
would make it more likely that
expansion would be allowed in
the future.
Commission member Nelson
Shroat noted that Hood had
been before the Planning
Commission several times in the
,past disca.ssivg related cooin certain

north of Chestnut would be
ideal for more businesses
because it is currently a "vast
wasteland" of concrete with
hardly any tires.
City Planner Candace Dowdy
said that psi because the land
use map showed potential for
more commercial possibilities

=Ms.

Charlotte Beahan, another
Seventh Street resident, said she
was concerned about light pollution if businesses were set up
in the area. She said they would
likely have bright security lights
to protect themselves from burglaries„especially if it were a
doctor's office with phamuiceudads inside.

From Front

Kentucky State Police,Post One
district is welcome to apply.
There is no cost to attend,
Patterson said.
Once completed, applications
can be mailed to: Kentucky
State Police,.Au: Trooper Dean
Patterson,8366 St. Rt.45 North,
Hickory, KY 42051.
Applications can alto be
entailed
to: I
deampatterson ky.gov.

KYSER LOUGH/Lodger & Times
JOB HUNTIP49i
fedicr Public Relations
major at Murray State University from Belleville, Ill.,' talks with
Sherrie Holbrook with human resources at Briggs & Stratton
during the pad-time Job fair at MSU Tuesday. Over 600 students attended the fair looking for work, according to the
Career Services office at MSU.
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• TIRED OF YOUR
PR
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SUPPLIER
Your Physician
PR
IC
E
GOUGING YOU?
Every Visit
Are you tired of your propane supplier price
gouging you with S2 a gallon propane gas
every time it gets cold?
You don t have to take it or pay it, give us a
call we can furnish you a new tank, free
swapout and a much lower gas price.

0'
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Calloway County Propane Gas, Inc,
3040 State Highway 94 East
Murray. Kentucky 42071
(270) 7485 • (270) 753-8011
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News in Brief

Ramsey estimated Tuesday that the Aug. 4 flooding has so far
caused $15 million in damages. Rescuers pulled two dozen people
from two campus buildings and another six were removed from
stranded cars on campus when a severe rain storm dumped six
inches of water on the city.

Teen to serve decade in death of friend

Yuan* holds health care conference call

Kentucky

MAYFIELD, Ky.(AP)— A western Kentucky teen will spend
at least a decade in prison after his younger friend
drank druglaced tea, which killed him.
The Paducah Sun reported a judge in Mayfield sentenced 19year-old Ethan Edwards on Tuesday on a plea agreement under
which Edwards pleaded guilty in July to manslaughter.
Edwards agreed to serve at least 10 years of the 20-year prison
term before seeking release.
Prosecutors said Edwards gave 17-year-old Adam Hogarty a
fatal dose of the tea, which was a mixed drink containing codeine
and morphine from poppies, last August.
Defense attorney Royce Buck termed Hogarty's death "an unfortunate, tragic incident."
Commonwealth's Attorney David Hargrove said he consulted
with the victim's family about the plea agreement.

Fenner church secretary cliargad alb sisal*

PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)— A Paducah woman has waived her
right to a hearing on church embezzlement charges, allowing her
case to go to a grand jury.
Leigh Ann Wilcher is charged with felony theft, accused of taking $15,000 from Margaret Hank Cumberland Presbyterian
Church over three months while working as the church secretary.
The Paducah Sun reported Wilcher was hired in
Defense lawyer Will Kautz waived a preliminary hearing in
exchange for prosecutors agreeing to lower Wilt:bees bail from
$10,000 to $5,000, providing that money was tumid over to the
church to begin restitution.

Ky. non deemed he death of Meantso

ELSMERE, Ky.(AP)— Police in northern ICentecky have
charged a Elsmere man in the death of his infant son.
•
Authorities arrested 26-year-old Matthew Pyles on Sunday on a
charge of first-degree assault.
The Kentucky Enquirer reported more serious charges were
expected, following the death of Gaige Pyks at Cincinnati
Children's Hospital on Monday evening. The child was 7 months
old.
Police were notified by the Cincinnati hospital after the child
was transferred there from a Florence hospital.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — U.S. Rep. John Yarmuth is planning
to talk health care with members of his Louisville congressional
district.
The Democrat from Kentucky's largest city held a conference
call Monday night to discuss the proposed national health care
reform.
Yarmuth spokesman Trey Pollard says about 5.000 people participated in the approximately 70-minute call. Pollard says two more
calls are scheduled and the congressman is also scheduled to have
a town hall meeting on health care next month.

NNW Judd to speak at *asters Ky. chord'

ASHLAND, Ky.(AP)— Singer Naomi Judd will speak but not
perform a concert at an eastern Kentucky church next month.
Judd's husband, Larry Strickland, tells the The Independent in
Ashland that Naomi does not perform without daughter Wynonna,
the other half of the duo known as The Judds. Strickland says
them will be music at the Sept. 6 benefit for local charities, but
Judd will not be singing. Judd is an Ashland native.
Pastor Harold Moore at First Baptist Church of Ashland has said
Naomi Judd "is a very persuasive speaker," and will likely deliver
a Christian message.

State removing female lemnates from prison

HONOLULU(AP)— Public Safety Director Clayton Frank says
the state is removing Hawaii female inmates being housed at a
prison in Kentucky because of safety concerns.
About 40 of the women at Otter Creek Correctional Center in
Wheelwright, Ky., have already returned to Hawaii. An additional
128 will be returned or moved to another prison on the mainland.
Frank has said 23 female inmates, including seven from Hawaii,
alleged they had been sexually assaulted at the private prison operated by Corrections Corporation of America.
The state pays the company $50 million a year to house some
2,000 inmates in mainland prisons because there isn't enough
room for them in island facilities.
As of July, Otter Creek housed 165 Hawaii female inmates.

Lawsulb against Barren jailer settled

Mini portraits taken
from Liberty Hall
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Miniature
portraits
of
Kentucky's first U.S. senator
and his wife have been stolen
from Liberty Hall, a historic
building that was once the couple's home.
Portraits marking the 1799
wedding of John and Margaretta
Brown were stolen from a display case at the historic site over
the weekend, said Karla
Nicholson. Liberty Hall's execdirector. The portraits are
believed to have been taken
between late Friday afternoon
and Saturday morning before
the first tour, Nicholson said.
-They're very unique, very
special to us, and to most of the
world, they probably have less
of a historical value than they
have to us," Nicholson said.
-They are difficult ones to
lose."
The home, which dates back
to 1796, is located on the
Kentucky River banks in downtown Frankfort. A nearby home

owned by John Brown's secon41
son, the Orlando Brown Hous41
dates back to 1835, according tit
a statement.
s
Currently, the houses are
to the public Tuesdays throu
Saturdays from spring to fall.
The portrait thefts were fi
reported by The State Journal.
Calls to the Frankfort Poll
Department regarding the por-:
traits were not returned
Tuesday.
Nicholson said the portraiti
are unique to the mi!seum and
are believed to have been paint.:
cd in New York. They wan
passed down through four gen.:
erations before being donated to
the museum.
-The value on them probably
depends on where they're
offered and what someone is
willing to pay for them);
Nicholson said. "Of count!:
they're more valuable to us as a
piece of history than they woul#
be as anonymous miniature prat
traits."

IN11101 iT1IIIMPPY
Our Elected Officials

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— A grand jury has re-indicted a former Kentucky high school football coach on an additional charge
in the case of a player who collapsed at practice and later died.
The indictment returned Tuesday charges David Jason Stinson
with wanton endangerment in the case of 15-year-old Max Gilpin,
who died three days after collapsing in Louisville last August.
Stinson was ebeadv facing a reckless homicide charge in
Gilpin's death. He ti..s pleaded not guilty.
Stinson's trial on the reckless homicide charge, a rare case of a
coach being charged in a player's death, is scheduled to begin
Aug. 31.
Stinson was first indicted on the wanton endangerment charge
last week, but a judge dismissed it after his lawyers argued the
grand jury was not told Stinson wanted to testify.

GLASGOW, Ky.(AP)— Sexual harassment lawsuits brought
against Barren County Jailer Leland Cox have been settled.
Six female deputy jailers filed the lawsuits, claiming that Cox
touched them inappropriately and that the county, the county correction center and county government were responsible for implementing and enforcing rules related to claims of sexual harassment
by employees.
Bowling Green attorney Alan Simpson, who represents one of
the plaintiffs, told the Glasgow Daily Times that the setdenient is
confidential.
WBKO-TV in Bowling Green reports the settlement is being
paid by insurance Barren County has through the Kentucky
Association of Counties.
Cox was arrested on 30 sex abuse charges in July 2008 and in
March entered an Alford plea, under which he didn't admit guilt
but acknowledged evidence exists to convict him. Sentencing is
set for March 2011.

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)

President: Flood worst is tist

Breeder arraigned en animal cruelly charges

Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

Farrier Mak school coach re-bedIcted

tpvisviux,KY CAP)..-= th1We*tbeki4
1#1,1111'*, ii4ent
Janie*. Itatfisey says,the scbool,e,richli*Ott WM(vocal
disastir
in modern history when flooding damaged several buildings earlier this month.

CATSKILL; N.Y.(AP) Horse breeder &Ma Parnell°, who
was banned from racing after177 malnourished horses time
seized 'in a raid of his upttate New York farm, has been arraigned
on 35 counts of animal cruelty.

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell(R-Ky.)

381ARuasell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
www.house.govAvh8fleid

Washington, D.C. 205112
1-202-225-311e

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning(R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
www.hlmbunnlngobunnlng.sensls.gov
1-202-224-434!i

Henley

S
AO?:3r
.
Capil
listlin
i Annex
(D4at"ThiPrankfort, Ky. 40801
e-mail: melvin.henleyeIrc.ky.gov
1-800-372-7181

Three charged
with injuring
man during
burglary
Wan Roped
Two Murray men and one
woman were arrested early this
morning and charged with burglary and assault.
At approximately 9:21 p.m.
Tuesday, officers with the
Murray Police Department
responded to 510 South Eighth
St. on a burglary call. The victim, Chanely Sutton, was
reportedly injured during a burglary at his home. Police said
he received an injury to his
head while being struck by a
weapon.
The three suspects were later
located at approximately 3:17
a.m. Wednesday on Broad
Street. Kevin Norsworthy, 22,
of Murray, was charged with
assault in the first degree, burglary in the first degree and
fleeing or evading police in the
first degree (on foot). Jasmine
Bond, 23, and Sterling Bond,
23, both of Murray, were both
charged with assault in the first
degree and burglary in the second degree. They were each
transported and lodged in the
Calloway County Jail.

WHEN YOU PEEL BACK THE LAYERS OF WHAT BANKS SEEM TO BF., WHAT
you eventually find is people. In the case of HERITAGE BANK, good people. Helpful people.
People who
live and work in your hometown. People who arc your neighbors. Who else would you want to
bank with?

NAVE YOU NEMO
A OMIT NEWS TIP?
We want to hear it, too!

mot HERITAGEBANK
WWW.BANKWITHHERITAGIE.COM
YESTERDAY. TODAY, TOMORROW.

Fraridort, Ky. 40001
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WE'RE HERE. WE'RE STRONG. WE 'RE I ENDING.
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Hospice House 'angels'
need support for work
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"Every blade of grass has beloved husits angel that bends over it band's life
and whispers, 'Grow, grow.'" about five
—The Talmud
years ago. At
Though they would be the the
time,
last to admit it, the men and Kathy was
women committed to a resi- only
39;
dential hospice house in Mur- husband
ray might be thought of as Craig was
angels. As they tirelessly organ- 50.
"He
ize fundraising events around made
the
the community and spread the decision to
word about hospice, they are ask for hos- Main Shut
helping to make a dream come pice servic- By Constance
true for the region, brick by es because
Alexander
brick, one dollar at a time.
he knew it Ledger & limes
Melissa Easley. a retired would help
Columnist
nurse, remembers when her him during
mother was terminally ill and his
final
a hospice patient."They allowed days. He could also tell," she
her to imbibe in her afternoon continues, "that I needed more
cocktail," Melissa recalls, support to make care of him
adding that her mother's cat and myself at that time."
was welcome to sleep on her
Kathy cannot say enough
warm pillow, something that about the support of hospice,
could not happen in a hospi- including
volunteers
and
tal.
employees."Hospice filled gaps
"The aide always sprinkled that occurred even with everyher with sweet smelling layen- thing that our wonderful famder or 'holy water' as she ily, friends and church were
called it," Melissa says. "This already doing to support us,"
could not have happened with- she admits.
Janet Miller might say
out Murray-Calloway County
"Amen" to all that, since both
Hospital Hospice."
WKMS-FM station manag- her parents were hospice
er Kate Lochte and her hus- patients within the last year.
band, Dr. Bob Lochte, saw "They were both able to stay
what hospice care meant for home with the help of hosBob's father, Hank Lochte. pice," she reports. "It was a
"When Bob's father fell ill," great comfort to our family to
Kate writes, -hospice came in be able to keep them in their
and provided support, so as a home and honor their wishes."
NOW that Murray-Calloway
family we know how blessedCounty Hospital has launched
ly helpful hospice is.
Though most of us want to a campaign to raise funds for
die at home rather than in an a residential hospice, patients
WASHINGTON - Some of
institutional environment, not all with limited life expectancy President Barack
Obama's
will
benefit
by
having access
terminally ill patients and their
health care numbers don't seem
to
this
12-bed
facility.
families can manage on their
The Murray Residential to add up. And that's compliOwn.
Hospice
House will be the first cating his efforts to pass his
; That is where a residential
top domestic priority.
hospice is a blessing, provid- in the region, serving western
Obama could be falling into
Kentuck
y and neighboring secing a homelike, nurturing setting when a person's Ids Outgo can end peacefully and* etit
t
l
,1111104DP 1st
*piny, surrounded by family at
airepervetisix
*id friends.
• Brenda Call, a hospice vol- to benefit Murray's Hospice "ownership society' in 2005.
inner, has had two close House, scheduled for Saturday, Bush's claims that the proposencounters with hospice, when August 22, at 6 pm at the al would help shore up Social
Security's long-term finances
frr mother-in-law developed Mislay Wen's Club.
All
proceed
from
s
the
event, were haul to document mathpancreatic cancer in 1996, and
inn last December, when her which will be matched by an ematically and wound up feed'bother had a massive stroke. anonymous donor, will be con- ing greater public skepticism.
Obama claims his health
"She was 90 years old and tributed to the building of the
effort
Hospice
will not dig the nation
House.
The
cost
is
bad a living will, making her
deeper into debt and over time
*ishes very clear," Brenda $50 per ticket.
For more information, or to will help reduce deficits. He
&plains.
: Like the Lochte's, Brenda's purchase a ticket, contact Keith has vowed to not sign any health
aimily relied on hospice. Since Travis, Murray-Calloway Coun- bill that raises deficits.
But even the nonpartisan
Olen was no residential ho.- ty Hospital's vice president of
ice
• e in the region, Brenda's institutional development. The Congressional Budget Office
received hospice care in phone number is 270-762-1908. says that none of the health
Murray's hospice, founded plans pending on Capitol Hill
nursing home.
4 Brenda believes that a res- by Dr. Ruth Cole in 1980, was would control long-term spendidential hospice would have the first hospital-based hospice ing, and that ones with the
been a better setting. "Morn in Kentucky. For more infor- elements Obama wants would
log
on
to add around $1 trillion to the
*Quid have had a quieter envi- mation,
http://
www.mur
rayhospital.org/ deficit over the neat 10 years.
ionment," Brenda says, "and
Furthermore the CBO said
llso I could have stayed with body.cfm?xyzpdqabc.0&ids7&
actiongdetail&ref=74.
an administration-backed indebet at nighttime."
Read Main Street online at pendent council of medical
: Kathy Miller's experience
With hospice and how it meets www.nurrray.ledgercom. Con- experts to recommend Medicare
the needs of terminal patients tact the columnist directly at cuts would only yield modest
and their families was pined constancealexanderenewwave savings.
through the last weeks of her cornm.net.
The White House stands by
its claims Its allies claim that
•
Opinions expressed on the Forum page do CHO
forecasts, for instance,
lot necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the don't reflect potential future cost
savings that might be expect41urray Ledger & Times.
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Dear Editor
I am intrigued by the formation recently of a Murray
anti-tax group whose members
lament the amount spent on
economic recovery and what
they fear is the large deficit
that will be created by that
and by health care reform.
Where were these people
and their anger when George
W. Bush spent many billions
on his war in Iraq?
Why weren't they public critics of deficit spending then?
Indeed, many of these so-called
fiscal conservatives happily
called those of us who opposed
this spending on an unnecessary and harmful war traitors
to our country.
Now they call people who
want to spend money on building the economy and on helping people get health care socialist.
Our attempts to influence
events in the Muslim world
has been a disastrous failure,
largely because we tend to call
all who disagree with us terrorists, even saying all Muslims are terrorists because of
what is written in their holy
book, the Quran (as if our
Christian holy books didn't have

ed from the prevention of illness achieved from wider health
MC coverage.
A recent report by the White
House Council of Economic
Advisers claims that the government can cut the projected
level of health spending by 15
incsant over the 11C/It
and by 30 percent over the
next 20 years. However, some
of those reductions would come
from fewer services rather than
lower payments to providers.
Recent polls show increasing anxiety over federal budget deficits and the failure of
Congress to figure out how to
pay for health care overhaul.
Suggestions have ranged
from taxes on soft drinks to a
surcharge on wealthy individuals, from a tax on health
insurance benefits paid by
employers — opposed by
Obama in last year's campaign
— to a proposed tax on insurance companies. That, plus letting existing Bush tax cuts
expire for wealthier Americans.
White House Budget Director Peter Orszag, a former CB0
director, insists that the health
care effort "is deficit neutral
over the first decade.'
Other budget experts are
dubious.
During his presidential campaign. Obama repeatedly vowed
'you will not see any of your
taxes increase one single dime"
— although he also talked
about raising taxes on families making more than $250,000

to pay for
health care.
On Sunday,
Larry Sum1111 C r 5
Obama's
chief economic adviser, said the
health care
overhaul
needs fund- Washi
ngton
ing
from
Today
somewhere
and refused By Tom Raum
Assailed
to rule out
Press
Misr
higher taxes
on middleincome Americims.
"There is a lot that can happen over time," Summers said,
adding that the administration
believes "it is never a good
idea to absolutely rule things
out, no matter what."
Some analysts note that new
taxes to support the health care
plan would begin in 2011 but
the benefit parts wouldn't be
fully up and running for sevend more years, resulting in
one-time-only extra revenue.
"From what we've seen so
far, I don't look at this as a
cost-saving effort," said Robert
Bixby, executive director of the
Concord Coalition, a budget
watchdog group. "I don't know
how they're going to pay for
it, even over the first ten years.
Getting off the launch pad is
difficult, then controlling the
orbit hasn't been figured out
yet."

OUR READERS
WRITE
more than their fair share of
terror in them).
Traitors, socialists, terrorists! When will intelligent folks
to the right of center in this
county (and Mitch McConnell
and his friends on the national and local levels are more
intelligent than they sound in
public statements) stop the
name-calling and start the problem-solving?
The anger directed against
the Obama administration is
more intense than the anger
many of us directed against
the Iraq war. Some say it is
because the recession is making us all anxious and fearful
of any change? Perhaps so, but
the distressing lies that have
been told about health care
reform are clearly blessed by
politicians and pundits like
McConnell and Rush Limbaugh
who encourage people to oversimplify rather than think clearly and critically about how to
solve difficult problems through
the political process.

And they call these attempts
to undermine the health of our
great land (economic, environmental, physical) democracy!
Go figure??
Ken Wolf
Murray, Ky.
Dear Editor,
In this day of struggling to
make ends meet, pay the bills
and fill our cars up with gas
for the work week, we have
to speak out against any additional costs to our families to
support the agenda of the politicians in Washington.
Now President Obama wants
to tax our families even more
to pay for the trillion dollar
healthcare bill. But that is not
the worst of it. He is mandating that abortion be covered
under the healthcare plan. This
means that our families will
be paying for abortions, whether
we want to or not.
Abortion does not fall under
the guise of healthcare and is

The House headed home for,
their August recess, and the Sea-,
ate plans to begin its recess
at week's end, after missing.
Obama's original deadlines foti
health care votes in each chamber.
At home,lawmakers are cer-'
,?e buffeted by con-,
stituenb who pollg 'show tue
becoming uneasy over the
.
health legislation debate.
•
Even members of Obama's
party are voicing skepticisin:
while Republicans have mountls
ed a full-bore attack on th4.
program as a costly and risky:
government "takeover" durint
a deep recession.
The contentious debate car::
ries overtones of Bush's
fated efforts to partially priva-:
tize Social Security.
Fresh off a re-election victory, Bush claimed in early i
2005 that his proposal to let
younger workers set up pri-4
vate investment accounts would
help shore up Social Securi-,
ty's finances. He traveled around
the country promoting the
scheme, much as Obama is
today with his health care effort.'
Bush insisted such accountsi
will grow fast enough to pro-,
vide a better return than the'
present system. At the time,'
the Dow was close to 11,0001
far above where it sits today!
The Bush White House projected that setting up private
accounts would have a "net
neutral effect" on deficits.
Sound familiar?
not a right. Healthcare reform
should center on plugging the
holes that lead to waste and
loss, and insurance reform that,
makes accessibility possible for
all Americans. Healthcare-,
reform should assist us with
the support of our precious
elderly parents, and protect us,
from catastrophic health crisis
that lead to financial ruin for,
so many Americans.
•
I believe it should be our
choice as American citizens to
decide whether we should be
funding abortion. The proposed
healthcare bill amounts to a
bailout for the abortion industry, which is swimming in profits already. Since abortion is
mandated in the healthcare bill,
every insurance plan will have
to cover it and provide means.
necessary to obtain an abortion. Taxpayers should not be
forced to subsidize this controversial industry.
Tell Congress to vote against
any healthcare bill that does
not include language to explicitly exclude abortions. None of
us should be forced to pay for
abortions.
Sincerely,
Lisa Hoskins
Mayfield, Ky.
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Marna: Mideast peace prospects improving

WASHINGTON (AP) - the United States truly was an
President Barack Obama won honest broker.
lavish praise from his Egyptian
The 81-year-old Egyptian
counterpart on Tuesday and leader, who was estranged from
spoke of an "extraordinary the Bush administration, said
opportunity" for making peace Obama had "removed all doubts
in the Middle East, saying he about the United Suites and the
was encouraged by U.S. efforts Muslim world."
to restart talks between Israel
Mubarak said, "The Islamic
and the Palestinians.
world had thought that the U.S.
Seated next to President was against Islam, but his
Hosni Mubarak, who was mak- (Obama's) great, fantastic
ing his first visit to the U.S. cap- address there has removed all
ital in five years. Mama those doubts."
*inked his Egyptian counterObarna's positive assessment
part for joining him in trying to of the peace effort was issued in
construct a deal that has eluded response to a question about
world leaden for more than six reports that Israel had stopped
Harold B. Leng
decades.
granting permission for new setA memorial service for Harold B. Long will be Saturday at 9
Returning the compliment, tlements in the West Bank, even
a.m.
at First Presbyterian Church, Murray. Rev. David Montgomery will Mubarak asserted that Obania's though building
in progress was
officiate. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. speech to the Muslim world - continuin
g.
Mr. Long, 99, Murray, died Thursday, June 25, 2009, at 11:05 delivered in Cairo earlier this
Mama has made a resumpa.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He owned and operated summer-had convinced
Arabs tion of peace talks between
"Pleez-U" Dry Cleaners in Lincoln, Neb., before retiring. He was a
member of First Presbyterian Church, Murray.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Ruth Peters Long, his
second wife, Doris VanWonner Mitchell Long, and one brother,
Floyd Long. Born Jan. 27, 1910, in Kearney, Neb., he was the son
.WASHINGTON (AP) - tee was "examining executive
of the late Lester Long and Helen McCormick Long.
,•Ftensocrats on a House commit- compensation and other busiSurvivors include one son, Richard Long and wife, Marcia,Santa teaass seeking detailed fuumcial ness practices
in the health
Barbara, Calif.; one stepson; four stepdaughters; one sister, Evelyn records from dozens of large insurance
industry."
The
London and husband, Care Roseville, Calif.; several grandchildren insurance companies, officials Associate
d Press obtained a
and great-grandchildren.
disclosed Tuesday, part of an copy.
investigation into "executive
The requests were issued at a
Mrs. Agnes Josephine Kemp Watson
compensation and other busi- time when Obama's health care
The funeral for Mrs. Agnes Josephine Kemp Watson will be ness practices" in an industry proposal is under intense attack
Saturday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. opposed to President Biurack from Republicans and other critRev. Mark Earheart and Rev. H.B. Fields will officiate. Burial will Obarna's plan to overhaul health ics, including the health insurfollow in the Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be from 5 to care.
ance industry. Much of the
8 p.m. Friday at the funeral home.
The request included records opposition focuses on proposals
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice of Murray- relating to compensation of for the govenunent to sell insurCalloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071 or highly paid employees, docu- ance in competition with private
Goshen United Methodist Church Building Fund, 4726 St. Rt. 121 ments relating to companies' carriers.
North, Murray, KY 42071.
premium income and claims
Obama and other supporters
Mrs. Watson,91, died Monday, August 17, 2009, at 6:10 p.m., at payments, and information on of a so-called government
her home. A homemaker, she was a member of Goshen United expenses stemming from any option argue it would help conMethodist Church.
event held outside company trol costs and keep insurance
Preceding her in death were her husband, John B. Watson; one facilities in the past 2 1/2 years. companies honest by forcing
grandchild, Steve Gilbert, son-in-law, Bill Daugherty, and foul.
The requests were made in them to grapple with competibrothers. Born Sept. 22, 1917, in Calloway County, she was the letters signed by Rep. Henry tion.
daughter of the late James Clinton Kemp and Eula Dodds Kemp.
Waxman, D-Calif., who guided
Opponents say it gradually
Survivors include three daughters, Jackie Daugherty and Sue a portion of health care legisla- would undermine the present
Anne Hutson and husband, Ronnie, all of Murray, and Sheila tion through the House Energy insurance structure, which is
Baldridge and husband, Dwain, Salem, Ill.; seven grandchildren, and Commerce Committee last built around private insurers,
Denice Reed, Pueblo, Colo., Don Bert Gilbert, Murray, Deidre month as chairman, and Rep. and lead to a system controlled
Thompson, Loganvilk, Ga., Clint Hutson, Mason, Ohio, Rachel Bart Stupak, D-Mich., who by the government.
Barnett, Nashville, Tenn., and Jacob and Whitney Bakkidge, Salem, heads
the
Energy
and
The issue drew intense focus
Ill.; 11 great-grandchildren, Travis, Wesley and Jackson Reed,Justin Commerce investigations and over the weekend. after Mama
and Meagan Gilbert, Kaitlin and Will Thompson, Patrick and Sean oversight subcommittee.
speculated aloud about the posHutson, and Carter and Sarah Barnett.
They wrote that the commit- sibility that legislation might
William Edward Bell Jr., 87, New Concord,
died Tuesday, Aug.
18, 2009, at 4:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
An Arniy veteran of World Wart!, he was a retired
machine operator and a member of Blood River
Baptist Church. Preceding him in death were one sister, Lucille Williams, and one niece, Renee Servatt.
Born Oct. 18, 1921, in Paducah, he was the son of the
late William Edward Bell Sr. and Arizona Clinuner
Bell.
Survivors include his wife, Mildred Geneva Bishop
Bell, to
whom he was married April 12, 1947; three sons,
Jerry Bell, New
Concord, Donald Ray Bell and wife, Gloria, Hamburg, Mich., and
Wayne Bell and wife, Kathy, Lincoln Park, Mich.; three
grandchildren, Donald William, Elizabeth and Adam Bell.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements. Online condolences may be made at www.yortfuneralhome.com.

Israel and the
Palestinians
one of his key
foreign policy
goals, hoping a
breakthrough
there
would
lead to wider
agreements
among
the
Jewish
state
Obama
and the Arab
world.
To that end, Obama has
demanded that the Israeli government of Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu freeze
construction of Jewish settlements in East Jerusalem and the
West Bank, land that the
Palestinians want for a state.
Netanyahu's public refusal has
opened a rare rift between the
traditionally close allies.

Nevertheless, Obama said:
"The Israeli government has
taken discussions with us very"
seriously.- He said he was
"eencouraged by some of thl
things I am seeing on th
"All parties,- Mama said.
"have to take steps to restar4
serious negotiations,- including
Palestinian efforts to end the
of violence against:
incitementIsrael.
Obama took pains to include
references to needed steps not
only from Israel but also the!
Palestinia
cdi. ns and the larger Ab'
Arab'
world.
"If all sides are willing to
move off of the rut that we're in
currently, then I think there is an.
extraordinary opportunity to,
make real progress. But we're,,
not there yet,- Obama said.

Congress seeks health insurers financial records
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omit the government role in selling insurance.
The White House said there
had been no change in position.
But liberals, in particular,
expressed dismay, giving rise to
increased speculation that
Senate Democrats could soon
abandon all talk of bipartisanship and draft legislation tailored to their own rank and file.
Any such measure would
inevitably jettison many of the
compromises crafted in weeks
of bipartisan Senate talks, and it
was unclear whether the talk
was a ploy to persuade Senate
Republicans to agree to a compromise.
A spokesman for the insurance industry declined to comment on the letter sent by
Waxman and Stupak.
Nick Choate, a spokesman
for Stupak, said 52 letters were
sent late Monday to the nation's
largest health insurers, those
with $2 billion or more in annual premiums.
He said letters were not sent
to other industry groups, some
of which have been airing television advertising in support of

.7
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'The funeral for lamer) Heward WWlie"Sr 11111e Saturday
' 4.
at.3
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Richard
Smith will officiate. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 1 to 3 p.m. Saturday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to James
Howard Boone Sr. Memorial Scholarship Fund,do
Murray Independent School District, P.O. Box
1417, Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Boone, Sr., 75, Murray, died Monday. Aug.
17, 2009, at 10:22 p.m. at his home.
He was co-owner of Boone's Laundry, Inc. A
1952 graduate of Murray High School, he graduated from Murray State University with a degree in
business.
loom
He was a member and deacon of First Christian
Church, Murray, past president of Murray Counuy Club, a member
of Young Men's Business Club, president of the Little League
Baseball Association and was a Little League Football Coach.
Bom Aug. 14, 1934 in Murray, he WaS the son of the late 0.B.
Boone Sr. and Dorothy Allbritten Boone. One brother, O.B. Boone
Ir., also preceding him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Shirley Cross Boone,to whom be was
Married Feb. 2, 1956 in Murray; one daughter, Tamera Lynn Smith
and husband, Joe, Fort Smith, Ark.; two sons, Tony Boone and wife,
Leslie, and Howard Boone and wife, Rhonda, all of Murray; six
grandchildren, Chase Lambert , Dylan, Hannah and James Boone,
and Ryan and Brittany Smith.

Many 'Baby Boomers' still
hooked on getting high
WASHINGTON (AP) Forty years after Woodstock.
some baby boomers haven't let
go of one part of the 1960s: getting high on illicit drugs.
The percentage of Americans
age 50-59 who reported use of
illicit drugs within a year nearly
doubled between 2002 and
2007, from 5.1 percent to 9.4
percent, the Substance Abuse
and Mental Health Services
reported
Administration
Wednesday.
The agency said that percent-

age rose because bsby boomers
- born between 1946 and 1964
- continued to use drugs as
they got older.
SAMHSA
Acting
Administrator Eric Broderick
said the continued drug use "is
likely to put further strains on
the nation's health care system."
The rates of illicit drug use
among all other age groups
stayed the same or decreased
over the five-year period, the
agency said.
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41C°Paine:

found on U.S.'
dollar bills

WASHINGTON (AP) Chances are there's cocaine in
your wallet.
Researchers looked at 234
bank notes from 17 cities in the
U.S. and found that 90 percent
had small traces of the illegal
drug.
Bills from larger cities, such
as Baltimore, Boston and
Detroit, were among those with
the highest average cocaine levels. Salt Lake City had the lowest.
Scientists analyzed only $1
bills from Washington and
found that most had tiny
amounts of cocaine.
Yuegang Zuo, a professor at
the University of Massachusetts
in Dartmouth, led the study. The
findings were presented Sunday
at the American Chemical
Dwight Thersons
Society's fall meeting in
Dwight Timmons,82, Mayfield, died Monday, Aug. 17, 2009, at Washington.
10 a.m. at Parkview Nursing & Rehab Center. One son. Tun
Except for Washington, Zuo
Timmons, and his parents, Charley and Lena Wynn said he and his colleagues examTimmons, all preceded him in death.
ined a range of denominations,
A Navy veteran of World War 11, he was a mem- from $1 to $100. The U.S.
ber of First Baptist Church, Mayfield.
Bureau of Engraving and
He was the owner of Dwight's Shoes for many Printing, which makes the counyears in Mayfield, Paducah aid Murray and owner of try's paper currency, said nothworld champion walking horse, "Jubilee Dancer."
ing in the process would taint
Survivors include his wife, Lanetta Joyce Angel Timmons; one the paper with the drug.
daughter, Kathy Carden and husband, Mike,Orlando, Fla.; two stepsons, Dr. Richard Wallace and wife, Denise, Winfield, Kan., and
David Wallace and wife, Debbie, Leesburg, Fla.; one stepdaughter,
Sharon Holmes and husband, Rudy. Paducah; one brother, Jimmy
Timmons and wife, Glenda. Paducah; three grandchildren; three
nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home. Mayfield. Pallbearers will be Kyle and Nicholas
Carden, Dylan Wallace, and Rick, Pat and Dutchie Tunmons. Burial
will be at a later date at Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Thursday.

Obruna's call for legislation.
The letter from Waxman and
Stupak requested the information be provided by early,
September.
While companies are not,
under legal obligation to cornply, the committee could,
respond to a refusal by voting to
subpoena the information at a;
later date.
Among the
documents,
requested were records relating,
to compensation paid to any,
company executive earning;
more than $500,000 in any year
from 2003 to 2008.
Waxman and Stupak also;
sought documents relating to,
premiums paid by policy hold-1
ers, claims payments, sales
expenses,
administrati ves
expenses and profits. broken,
down by categories such as.'
employer-provided coverage;.
individual coverage. Medicare
and Medicaid.
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Open house planned at Shared
Care Adult Day Care Center

Lil Tiger Cheer Clinic will
be held at MHS on Saturday

Cnyayeznen/

Murray-Calloway County Hospital will host an open house on
Thursday. Aug. 27, beginning at 1 p.m. at the Shared Care Adult
Day Carr, located at 607 Poplar Street, Suite B at the George
Weak's Community Center. A ribbon cutting will be held at 1:15
p.m.
Shared Care is an adult day care program promoting socialization,
support services and healthcare services for anyone over 18 who
may need assistance/supervision throughout the day.
A structured program of activities fosters personal growth,
improves self-image and the functional level of clients while providing needed support education and respite for families and caregivers. Assistance with funding may be available.
During the open house, the community is welcome to tour the new
Shared Care now located in the George Weak's Center. There will
also be refreshments and give-a-ways during the event.
For more information, contact the MCCH Marketing Department
at 762-1381 or 762-1382.

Jo's
Dabbook

Meet the Lakers Thursday By Jo Burkeen
The 2009 Calloway County High School'
Community
Football Team, Cheerleaders, Band, Dance'
Editor
Team and Volleyball Team and Callow*
County Middle School Football and Cheerleaders will kick off tbC
season with the annual. Meet the Lakers Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at
Jack Rose Stadium. Hamburgers and hot dogs will be serval.
Tickets for parents and other guests will be $5. The Touchdown
Club will be selling memberships, T-shirts and other Laker merchandise. The public is invited.

Entries being sought
in free poetry contest
RIO RANCHO, N.M. — A
$1,000 grand prize is being
offered in the Michael Jackson
Poetry Contest, sponsored by
Rainbow Poets. Everyone in the
Murray area is welcome to
enter. There are 25 prizes in all
totaling $5,000.
All 25 winning poems will be
published in a souvenir book
"We are the World" and sent
free to all entrants. The book is
dedicated to Katherine Jackson.
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Michael's mother, who encouraged him to write his first poem.
To enter, send one poem 21
lines or less to Free Poetry
Contest, 1600 31st St. SE, Rio
Rancho, NM 87124. Deadline
for entering is Aug. 31. Your
name and address must appear
on the page with your poem.
You may also enter online at
www.rainbowpoets.com.
"Love poems inspired by
Michael are pouring in every
day," says Contest Director Dr.
William Benson. "Our challenge is to pick the best ones."
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Stroke/Brain Injury Group to meet
Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet Th
at 5:30 p.m. in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center
Health and Wellness classrooms. The program on "Seizures After
Stroke and Brain Injury" will be presented by Dr. Jimmy Couch,
neurologist. For information call Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.
(-4

Jackson and Pearson
Phyllis Denise McPherson and Kenneth Gregory Jackson of
Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Kiana Jackson, to Chris Pearson, son of Joyce and
Rnland Atkinson of Paris, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Murray High School.
The groom-elect is a 1993 graduate of Henry County High
School of Paris, Tenn. He is a member of Confidence Lodge 17,
Paris, Tenn. P.H.A. and is employed by Pella.
The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. 22, 2009, at 5 p.m. at
Hampton Inn Convention Center, Paris, Tenn.
All relatives and friends are invited.
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Donating blood helps save ing on Sept. 10.
lives, helps maintain the comBy spending just one hour
munity blood supply and gives giving blood this August or
donors a good feeling.
September, you can help save up
j this summer, the Aasseariatan to three lives and have the
Cross is giVItir ybe 'one opportunity to see Keith Urban
more reason to give blood...free or Taylor Swift live in concert.
concert tickets!
Locally, you may give blood
Anyone who presents to on Thursday, Aug. 27, from
donate blood between Aug. 1 12:30 to 5:30 p.m. at First
and Aug. 21 may register to win Presbyterian Church, located at
a pair of concert tickets to the 1601 Main St., Murray.
Keith Urban concert at the
Donors must be in general
Sommet Center in Nashville, good health, weigh 110 pounds
Tenn.on Saturday, Aug. 29. Two or more, and be at least 17 years
winners will each receive a pair old (16 with completed Parental
of tickets by random drawing on Consent Form.)
Aug. 24.
Each one should bring your
Anyone who presents to donor card or photo ID.
donate blood between Aug. 24
Please allow approximately
and Sept. 9 may register to win 60 minutes for the entire blood
a pair of concert tickets to the donation process. Appointments
Taylor Swift concert at the are encouraged. Walk-in donors
Sommct Center in Nashville, are welcome; however, those
Tenn. on Saturday, Sept. 12. with appointments will be given
Two winners will each receive a priority.
pair of tickets by random draw•••••1111,

931r/A'..nnouncemen1
Kolton Pearse Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Wayne Wilson of 1330 Norsworthy Rd.,
Kirksey, are the parents of a son, Kolton Pearse Wilson, born on
Sunday, Aug. 2, 2009, at 1:97 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
The baby weighed 6 pounds 3 ounces and measured 17 inches.
The mother is the former Lori Adams. They also have two boys and
two girls.
Grandparents are Ray and Wilda Jetton of Hardin and James and
Fay Wilson of Sesser, Ill.

Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars will hold a special meetri
ing Thursday at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory, Ky. 121
North. For more information contact James Daniels, commander t
753-0049. All members are urged to attend.

August 27, 2009
8:00 pm - TOO pm
()tends* Place
905 Glendale Road
Hosted by Echvard Jones
Speakers Larry Jackson &
Bob Labout
(270) 7534227
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Legion Post 73 will meet
American Legion Post #73 will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. at the
Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee Creek Dr., Murray. The meeting is
one week earlier this month. The focus will be planning for Hot
August Blues and the upcoming MSU Football season events.. Ali
veterans are invited. For more information call Post Commander
Amos McCarty at 293-1320 or 761-5709.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter 0469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Publid
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.

Rotary Club will meet
Murray Rotary Club will meet Thursday at noon at Pagliai'i
Pizza. For more information contact Lance Allison at 753-5171. .;

MHS Class plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1999 will have its 10-year reunion
on Saturday, Sept. 5. A donut breakfast will be at Murray Middle
School atrium and a memorial for Micah Cathey will follow on'4
Holland Field. A dinner will be at 7 p.m. at Mugsys at a cost of $30.
Class members are asked to make reservations at mhsreunion1999@live.com.

Tiger Booster Club will meet
Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet Wednesday at 5 :30 p.m. at
Murray High School. All coaches, sports representatives, parents
and other interested individuals are encouraged to attend.

CCHS Class of 1979'plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1979 will have its 30year reunion on Saturday, Sept. 19 at the Hazel Community Center.
It is not too late to send in your forms and fee if you wish to attend.
For more information call Bill Vincent at 293-1249.

Special Olympics plans sign-ups
Murray-Calloway County Special Olympics will hold sign-ups
for the 2009 bowling season on Thursday at 6 p.m. at Hazel Baptist
Church. Games will be played and a meal will be provided free of
charge; however, donations will be accepted. Laura Miller, local
coordinator, said "we would like to encourage all eligible athletes to
come and join. Eligible athletes must be 8 years of age to adult and
have an intellectual disability. For more information contact Miller
at 293-9054.

Reservations available
The Murray Bank Good Life still has a few reservations available for the Branson, Mo. and Caribbean Cruise trips. If interested,
contact Brenda Sykes at 767-3338 or bsykes@themurraybank.com.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue will conduct its annual fundraiitr
in the form of a mailer to county residents this week. 'The maiir
constitutes the only fundraiser the squad conducts, and is to ask Gir
donations for the rescue division which is not supported by tax refvenue, and is funded solely on a donation basis, according to Eirl
Hicks, chief, and Terry Ridgley, board chairman. All residests
should receive a flyer in the mail in the next few days, and the squiid
i asks that everyone take time to read it and contribute as they can.
Questions can be directed to the main station at 101 East Sycamore
St., Murray, or by phone at 753-4112.

Topics include:
• Wha' long-tem cai s and how much it (OStS
• The benefits of proactive ITC planning
• How you (an help protect you' independence
assets, and yout family's wefl being
Call now and reserve yew place today. Seating is limited.
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Fire-Rescue plans fundraiser

Learn more at this complimentary workshop.
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VFW Post will meet Thursday

Red Cross offers chance
to win concert tickets
Fall 2009 las rosay ism* twits ad owns
this ream Falai ad styles as go from one
tame to
TheiksipessiaglilsgallUs.Pita aver-der

Murray High School Cheerleaders will
hold their annual LH 'Inger Cheer Clink on
Saturday from 9 a.m, to noon in the MHS
gym.There will be a review day,awards,and
T-shirts given on Thursday, Aug. 27, hum 3
to 4:36 p.m.The cost for this event will be $30
for each participant.
On Friday, Aug. 27, the participants will
have the chance to perform with the Mlif
cheerleaders at half-time of the football
game.

Special trip
scheduled

don't get it?
—The Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway
Coming - Freedom Tea Party 9/1 2
Next Planning Mtg., Thurs., Aug. 20•6 p.m.
Main Library Room

Bank of Cadiz & Trust Co.
Travel Club has a trip planned
for Christmas in San Antonio
Dec. 3-10. Highlights will
include Tex •rkana, Jefferson,
Austin, Fredericksburg, San
Antonio, River Walk, Barge
Tour, Alamo and more.
The bank will host a slide
show presentation about the trip
on Sept. 3 at 4 p.m. in the
Murray office. For information
contact Jennifer Eidson at 759-4852 or visit the website at
bankofcadiz.com.
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Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 donates for Hospice House
Special to the Ledger
Woodmen of the World
Lodge 728 of Murray, KY,
recently donated $500 to
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital's Endowment for
Healthcare. Their donation will
support the construction of the
first Residential Hospice House
in western Kentucky.
"The hospital's endowment is
raising
money
for
the
Residential Hospice House, the
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CEO of MCCH."This is a great
example of the loyalty and support provided by those we
serve."
If you are interested in learning more about the MurrayCalloway Endowment foi
Flealthcare and/or naming
opportunities available with the
expansion of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, please contact
Keith Travis at 762-1908.

4-iospled 4iosise
cgoomastalsing Toinstar
Join us for a lovely evening of exquisite food,
elegant music, and a sensational auction.
All to support a wonderful cause.

Photo provided

Pictured (from left to right) are Brooks Rose, lodge member of Woodmen of
the World Lodge
728, WOW Field Rep Nancy Buchanan, lodge member Dot McNabb, lodge member
Rachel
Jackson, lodge member luta Hutson, Keith Travis, VP of Institutional Developm
ent, lodge
member Dot Bazzell, Keith Bailey, CEO of MCCH,lodge member Effie Kemp, lodge
member
Dorothy Hargrove, and lodge member LaVonia Rowland.

Husband and wife join PCMC
Special to the Ledger
A husband-wife doctor team,
Murray's third in its medical history and the first since Drs. Bob
and Joyce Hughes, joined the
medical staff of Primary Care
Medical Center in July. The first
husband-wife doctor team was
Drs. Will and Ora Mason. Dr.
Corey Forester, an Ob-Gyn
physician,joined Dr. Matt Price
in Obstetrics and Gynecology at
Ilximary Care Medical Center in
July, and Dr. Elizabeth Forester,
a Psychiatrist, plans on opening
her practice at Primary Care
Medical Center on September.
15, 2009. Both Drs. Forester are
witduates of the University Of
Kentucky School Of Medicine.
A native of Graves County,
Dr. Corey Forester graduated

from Murray State University. Kentucky including the Chief
He completed medical school Resident position in Psychiatry.
and
his
Obstetrics and
Dr. Hollis Clark, who is
Gynecology residency at the President of Primary Care
University of Kentucky School Medical Center, expressed his
of Medicine graduating with excitement about having been
distinction. He won numerous able to recruit physicians of this
awards and honors including the high caliber to our area. "Both
Chief Resident position and the of these physicians were the
coveted Clinical House Staff Chief Residents in their univerTeaching Award.
sity's well respected residency
Dr. Elizabeth Forester com- programs. This is a very high
pleted her undergraduate, med- honor. "I think this speaks well
ical school, and residency train- of both the community, and
ing in Psychiatry at the Primary Care Medical Center's
University of Kentucky. She ability to recruit quality physia,stamina,9011,hi4de cians to Murray, said Dr. Clark.
undergraduate degree, and she We look forward to working
graduated With distinction from with them for years to come,and
the medical school. She also we appreciate the community
received numerous awards and welcoming them to Murray."
honors while at the University of

„Saisseglay, Amease 2214
6 o'clock in the evening at the Murray Woman's Club
Tickets are $50 per person
For more information, or to purchase a ticket, contact Keith Travis at 270-762-1908
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Rural Physician Education
Program, and the Building
Better Healthcare Equipment
Fund." said Keith Travis, Vice
President
of
Institutional
Development. "The endowment
hopes to raise five million, and
has already raised nearly one
million."
"Donations from supporters
throughout the community show
commitment to our 'vision' for
the future," said Keith Bailey,
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The Purchase Area is proud to welcome
home Dr. Corey Forester, now practicing
Obstetrics and Gynecology with Dr. Matthew Price at Primary Can Medical
Canute in Murray, Kentucky. Corey is a
graduate of Graves Co. High School,
where he was involved in baseball, football,
as well as the Drama Department. While
obtaining his undergraduate degree at
Murray State University, he was involved
in the Pre-Professionals Club, the Wildlife
and Fisheries Society. and a number ofacademic honors societies including Alpha
Chi, Gamma Beta Phi, and Phi Eta Sigma.
Corey then attended the University of
Kentucky College of Medicine, graduating
with Distinction. During his residency
training at UK. Corey was awarded with

ti

the Clinical Housestaff Teaching Award,
served as a fourth year Chief resident, and
received the American Association of Gynecologic Laparoscopists "Special Excellence in Endoscopic Procedures" award. In
Lexington, he married his wife, Dr. Elisabeth Forester, who also graduated from the
University of Kcntucky and completed a
residency in Psychiatry. Dr. Forester, a
Kentucky Colonel, knows the importance
of being a good steward for his state and
especially western Kentucky. "It is an
honor to have the opportunity to return to
the area in which so many people had positive influences in my life." Now he has a
chance to share his gifts as a taknted obstetrician and gynecologic surgeon with patients In the Purchase Area.

Every one of us has been
tont bed by sadness, but if that
sadness lingers, it might be time to
seek treatment.
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Introducing Lake Haven Behavioral Center
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HCMC is pleased to expand our psychiatric services with
the addition of Jeffery Warren, MD, specializing in the
evaluation and treatment of child, adult, and geriatric
patients.
1027 Mineral Wells Avenue, Suite 7
Paris, TN 38242
731.642.7802
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•Taylor speaks out ...
From Front
—arm•
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complaint and that this was the
first time the committee had
acted unilaterally. He said his
petition to the Kentucky
Supreme Court to review the
opinion had been declined and
that although he disagreed with
the Ethics Committee, he would
comply with their decision.
Having already missed three
board meetings, he said he felt it
was in the university's best
interest to step down.
Taylor said judges had served
on Kentucky's university boards
for 30 years, including former
MSU regent Bill Howerton. He
also listed Julie Tackett and former Chief Justice Robert
Stephens, who both served on
the University of Kentucky's
board of trustees, as well as former Chief Justice Joseph
Lambert, who served on Eastern
Kentucky University's board,
and Bruce Lester, who served
on
Northern
Kentucky
University's board.
"In my opinion, 1E-117 will
have a chilling impact on
judges' public service on other
boards and committees," Taylor
said.
After giving the details of his
reasons for resigning, Taylor
listed several things he was
proud of during his time on the
board. He praised MSU
President Dr. Randy Dunn, who
was hired before Titylor joined
the board but began his tenure at
about the same time. He said
Dunn had pushed the university
in a new direction that was
much needed and would help it
to grow by several methods,
including online courses and
extended campuses. He said he
• thought MSU was well on its
• way
to taking
Western
Kentucky University's place as
the state's fastest growing university.
Taylor said the decision to
build an extended campus in

Paducah to replace the Crisp
Center, which is housed in a former bottling plant, would be a
crucial step in increasing
MSU's enrollment and preventing possible budget cuts and
layoffs in the future. He said he
thought it was unfortunate that
local politics had caused "a
small group of local, influential,
wealthy individuals" in Murray
to oppose extending educational
services to Paducah or other
areas.
"These individuals are wellintentioned but, quite frankly,
misguided, in my opinion,"
Taylor said. "As an alumnus
from outside of this region looking in, and I believe I speak for
many of our alumni, the fears or
'spin' that this small group has
about Murray State's regional
growth, especially in Paducah,
is simply unfounded and unwarranted. The argument that somehow Murray State could be lost
or moved to Paducah is totally
without merit and based solely
on innuendo, misrepresentations
and fear-mongering at its
worst."
Taylor also said the board
would need to confront the
threat of rising tuition and
thanked the faculty, staff and
students.
"I have said for over 30 years,
there is not a finer faculty at any
university in Kentucky than the
faculty at Murray State," he
said. "I have attended four universities, so I believe this statement has some credibility."
Sara Charles, deputy press
secretary for Gov. Steve
Beshear, said the governor
hoped to fill the vacancy as soon
as possible, but that there was
no set time frame for doing so.
She said the nominating committee would first have to select
names to submit for his consideration.

Kn.&
NEW RICHMOND COLLEGE: Construction of the new Richmond College building was
completed in time for move-ln day aj
Murray State University. Residents in Richmond can now use their student ID cards to
get into their rooms rather than the tad
ditional key entry.
.4.
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III County group spent...
From Front

KACo board says the total setdement and attorney fees cost
$931,155.
Three months later, employee
Jenni Clark was fired at
Arnold's request, according to
testimony from the civil trial.
Arnold denied at the trial that
Clark was targeted because she
was among those who hired
Shepherd.
Current KACo President J.
Michael Foster, the Christian
County attorney, said board
members were "advised that
there was a very defensible reason for the termination, but a
jury found otherwise."
Clark was awarded $536,780
for lost wages and benefits and
$300,000 in other damages in
April 2008.

Magee declined to comment
Tuesday to The Associated
Press.
A civil trial last year over the
firing of former employee Jenni
Clark shed some light on what
led to the firings.
In 2000, several employees
voiced concerns about a "hostile
workplace" to KACo's general
counsel at the time, Joseph
Meyer. Employees complained
that Magec retaliated against
those who complained about an
alleged relationship he was having with another employee.
Meyer prepared a report about
the concerns for the KACo
board in time for its meeting on
June 29, 2000, but an executive
committee met privately beforehand and voted to put Magee on
administrative leave.
Hurricane Bill now
The board then bought out
Meyer's contract for $71,353. Cat 4storm in Adantic
He filed suit and settled in
MIAMI (AP) -- Hurricane
January 2004 for $175,000, Bill became a dangerous
according to court documents, Category 4 storm with top susplus $125,055 in related legal tained winds near 135 mph
bills that KACo's insurance early Wednesday, and forecasters said it could get even
paid.
When the executive commit- stronger as it howls over the
tee entertained bringing Magee open Atlantic.
The National Hurricane
back with sanctions, 11 employCenter said people in the
ees hired Frankfort lawyer
Leeward Islands should moniPhillip J. Shepherd, who sent a tor Bill's
progress, though the
letter about the employees' con- core of the storm was expected
cerns to the 34 KACo directors. to pass well to the northeast of
By the time of the board meet- the islands late Wednesday and
ing, Magee resigned and Arnold early Thursday.
was named as his replacement.
"The wind sheer is light and
Janet Meyer, who was among the waters are warm," Todd
those who hired Shepherd, was Kimberlain, a forecaster at the
fired Nov. 17. 2000, the day center, said Tuesday.
after Arnold's contract was
finalized.
UBS to divulge 4,450
Arnold testified last year that
Janet Meyer had "no defined names, more expected
work to do."
WASHINGTON (AP) —
"At this time, I thought that IRS Commissioner Doug
was a luxury that KACo could Shulman says Swiss banking
not afford to have someone sit- giant UBS will give his agency
ting around (waiting) for some- the details of 4,450 client
accounts suspected of holding
thing to happen," he said.
By the end of Arnold's first undeclared assets.
The deal to end a conyear, nine of the II employees
tentious
international lawsuit
who had hired Shepherd had
between U.S. tax collectors and
resigned or were fired.
Swiss bankers was announced
Five who were fired sued for
Wednesday morning.
wrongful
termination
in
Shulman said in prepared
February 2003; KACo settled remarks that the deal will give
the suit in 2005. The terms were the IRS thousands of longconfidential, but a letter from sought account names and is
attorney J. Scott Mello to the expected to provide even more
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Card catalog?
For Class of'13,
times are changin'
Ily MESH ItNADE
Associated Press Writer
ILWAUKEE (AP) — For most teens starting college this
fall, rap music has always been mainstream, Mike Tyson
has always been a felon, and wars have always unfolded on
TV in real time.
Incoming freshmen never used a card catalog, never knew a world
without the Cartoon Network, and never had to wait for the evening.
news to find out that evening's news.
.
Those are some of the 75 cultural landmarks on the Beloit College.
Mindset List. The 12th annual compilation, which offers a glimpse:
of the world through the eyes of each incoming class, was released
:
Tuesday by this private school of 1,350 in southern Wisconsin.
:
The purpose of the list is to remind professors that references:
familiar to them might not be well known to students.
For example, people age 30 and older knew Magic Johnson as a.
Los Angeles Lakers star before he went public with news that he:
was HIV-positive in 1991 — the year most incoming freshme
n:
were born.
"I knew Magic was HIV-positive before I even knew he was a
basketball player for the Lakers," said Anthony Cornell, 18, an:
incoming Beloit freshman from Dallas. "In fact, I heard that even:
before I knew what AIDS was."
It's among the reminders that different generations can hear the same:
reference and think two completely different things, said Tom McBride,:
an English professor at Beloit who helps compile the collection.
.
"This is not scientific research we're doing here, and some of the
most important research you get here is the blank stare," said Roc
Nief, emeritus public affairs director and one of the creators of the
list. "My favorite one, when you say 'Here's Johnny,' and they didn't know who Johnny Carson was."
Many incoming freshmen also aren't familiar with the term
RSVP, in part because of the generation's adoption of informality,
Nief said: "When you say, 'make sure there's an RSVP on that,'
there's that blank stare."
In perhaps a more stark example, two police officers in their 20s
stopped Bob Dylan in a New Jersey shore community last month
when a resident called to report someone wandering around the
neighborhood.
The Class of 2013 also has never known a world without the Internet, flat-screen TVs or chocolate chip cookie dough ice cream,
according to the study.
The European Union has always been around, Margaret Thatcher
has always been a former prime minister, the United Nations has
had two Koreas and the KGB never officially existed.
Among other examples to make earlier generations feel old: actor
Michael Landon, author Theodore Geiscl(Dr. Scuss), Queen singer
Freddie Mercury and "Star Trek" creator Gene Roddenberry all
died before most members of the Class of'13 were born.

M
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KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times
MSU DOWNTOWN: New Murray State University students visited
businesses on the court square this week as part of Great
Beginnings. Students were made aware of many local busine
sses and organizations downtown that may usually be everlooked. Deana Wright, Murray main street manager, said close
to 175 students came to the event, which featured free food
and a drawing.

MSU college of education launches new program

strmAy,
to

Ma
Ky. L4
Ilegn
illning
fall 2009, the college of education at Murray State University
will offer a new master's degree
program that creates teacher
leaders for every classroom.
Teachers who in the past would
enroll in elementary, middle or
secondary master's degree programs to continue their certification will now enroll in the new
program.

Teacher leader programs are
also available in Special
Education Adv LBD, Special
Education IECE,and Career and
Technical Education. The new
program, Master of Arts in
Education: Teacher Leader, was
approved by the Education
Professional Standards Board
earlier this tnonth and will lead
to a Rank II and endorsement for
teacher leader.
In the Teacher Leader

Master's program experienced
teachers will collaborate with
their principal on school and
classroom projects designed to
improve student learning.
Principals will also provide
feedback on the development of
teachers' leadership skills during the program to serve as evaluation for courses and assignments.
According to Dr. Russ Wall,
dean of the college of education,

the college's mutual respect and
shared values with the school
districts of the service region
make this an ideal time to launch
a collaborative project. Up to 85
percent of teachers in the service
region

are Murray State
University graduates.
To learn more about the

Teacher Leader program visit,
www.murraystate.edu/cod.

In cooperation with Murray & Calloway County Family Resource and
Youth Service Centers

ANGELS ATTIC
Back to School Sale
Fri., Aug. 21 - 11 a.m.-5 p.m.
Everything on the sales floor

1/2 PRICE!

Community donations welcome at rear of store 9 am-5 pm Mondays - Saturdays
Angels Attic will be closed Saturday, August 22 for semi-annual floor
stripping and waxing and will reopen on Tuesday, August 25 displaying
fall and winter merchandise.

972 Chestnut St.• Murray • 762-0505 for Pick-up
REGULAR STORE HOURS: 11 a.m.-5 p.m. Tues.-Sat.

Angels Attic funds the Angels Community Clinic
1•116
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PLAINTIFF,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
DANIEL BEARD A/K/A
DANIEL R. BEARD,PAULA BEARD,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit
Court on July 13, 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the
Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $78,120.71. I shall
proceed to offer for
gale at the Courthotuie deer in the City of Murray. Calloway
County. Kentucky.
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday. September 3,
2000. at the
hour of 10:00 a.m., local Um,or thereabout, the following described
property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 2989
Roosevelt
Rood, Murray, KY 43071, and being more particularly described
as follows:
Legal doecription of•tract of land situated at 2989 Roosevelt Road
(Kentucky
Highway 1346)located approximately 7.5 mike northeast at the City
of Murray,
In the County of Calloway, Slate of Kentucky, being a part of the
Northland
*New of Section 17,lburn•hip S. Reg* 5 Kest, and being Tract 1 of
• Minor
Subdivision Plat of the Lola Jones Estate property es recorded in Plat
Book 37,
Page 57, Slide 3573, and being further described as follows:
Beginning at•7' diameter rebar wimp 03175 eel in the south line of Roosevelt
Road located approximately 40' east of Mile Marker 3, and being the southeast
corner of Tract 1 described herein;

PIAINTIFF,

DUSTIN LANE,

DEFENDANTS.
By virtue of•Judgment and Order atSale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on July 13, 2009,in the above muse,to satiety the Judgment*Me
Plaintiff in the approdreste amount at$50,158.45,)shall proceed to offer
for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on llatriday,September 3. 2009,
at the
hour of 10:00 a.m., local time,or thereabout, the following described
property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 3720 Hammond
Road, Murray, KY 42071, and being Isom particularly deocribed as follows:
Legal description of•tract ofland situated in the County of Calloway,
State of
Kentucky. being part of the Northwest Quarter of Section 29, Township
3, Range
3 East, and also being Meet 2 of•Minor Subdivision Plat of record in
Plat Book
31, Page 82.Slide 2998, and being further described as follows:
Beginning at•04 rebut 03175 eel 30.00 feet met of the centerline of Hammond
Road (Ky. Hwy 1636)and 2857.85 fest south of the centerline of Backusbu
rg
Road (Ky. Hwy 464), the northwest MOW of the tract described herein;
thence, North 88 deg. 51 min. 34 sec. East for a distance of82.06 feet
to•94
mbar 's/cap 03175 sot at the Northeast corner of the herein described
tract;

Thence, North 16 degrees 39'3T west 247.87 to a ?" diameter mbar &cap
03175 oat the northwest corner of Tract 1;

thence,South 49 deg. 43 min. 22 sec. Rest of•distanced 158.86
feet to•04
rebar wimp 3176 set;

Thence, North 64 derma 21'01" Zest 29157 toe'
diameter mbar w/cap
93175 set in the South line of Roosevelt Road:

thence, South 00 deg. 32 min. 49 seconds Kest for a distance of 129.12
feet to a
#4 reber's/cap os175 set at the southeast terser of the herein described
tract;

Thence, 30 hula and parallel to the oentertine of Roosevelt Road, with
the arc of
a curve to the right having•radius of 221.ulir for an arc distance of 307.72'.
the
chord of which bears South 18 &gnaw 39' 33* East 283.48' to the
point of beginning.

thence South 66 deg. 38 min. 48 sec. West for•distance of 207.83 feet
to•04
reber wimp 03175 get 80.00 het ant tithe centerline of Hammond Reed,
the
southwest owner ofthe herein described tract;

Being the same property conveyed to Daniel Bard end Paula Beard, his
wile, by
deed boot Norma Jean Ross, et al., dated Angie* 25,1006, of record in Book
009, Page 497, in the office of the Mot of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shell be sold en a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit 430days,the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with
the commissioner one-third oldie patches* price, with the balance to be paid
in
two equal inetallments full within thirty(30)daye, with sufficient surety bond,
bearing Menem at 12% per armee Itima the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty(30)drow All,shall be retained on the property as
additional security. All delinquent tomes shall be ascertained and paid,
but shall
be sold subject to the earroas year ad valorem taxes.
This 12th day of August, 2006.
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Nslies
21,000 REWARD
leading to the arrest
and conviction of person or persons
involved with the theft
of a black feathedite
trailer, and irs contents. Trailer is 22-23
feet long and is a vnose enclosed traitor.
Was stolen from the
Murray State Expo
center parking lot
around the date of
August 10-11 2009.
SotiCeli books, bed.
COuch, TV, Stereo, Etc.
included. Cont
Wade (812)584-5150

Read
All About
It!
'It•

thence, along a line 30.00 feet firma and parallel to the centerline
of Haingeond
Reed North 00 iles. 12 MM.46 ow. East for•distance of 370.15 feet to
the point
of beginning.
iligether with and sulipact to commenta, easements, and restrictions of record.
This tneet coseeime LEM aerie.
Except any intermit in the coal, oil, gm and other minerals underlying
the land
which has beets henstehm converged or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in fever of the estate of said coal, oil, gm and other
minerals, if any.
Being the game property conveyed to Duane Lane by deed from Kyle Miller,
it
tut... dated December 55.2007,of recant In Book 727, Page 167, in the office
of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Cant
The aforementioned property shall be self en a sash or credit basis of 30 days,
but dead an•credit of 30 deys, the purcheser shall be required to deposit
with
the commisaioner one-third of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in
two equal installmenta kill within thirty (301 days, with infacient surety
bond,
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully
due and 'myelin in thirty (30)days. A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security. All delinquesit tame shall be setertained and paid,
but shall
be sold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes.
This 12th day of August, 3009.
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commoner
Calloway Circuit Court
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POND Stocking!
Thum, 8/271 The fish
truck will best Henry
Farmers Co-op in
Murray front 103011:00. Southern
States in Murray from
11:15 to 12:00. 1800335-2077 or
wvny.kyfisteruck.com.
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LOOKING for room
mate near the lake
$125 month.
270-227-4234.
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P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
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BARTENDER, DAY
SHIFT 641 Club in
Puryear, Tennessee.
Good pay for the right
person. 3 or 4 days a
week. Must be neat in
appearance.
Bring
resume hi person 11-6.
731-644-3796
FIRST Presbyterian
Church in Paris. TN is
looking fats part-time
aocompanist Orton &
piano sides required.
Competitive
salary.
Please send reeurne
to: P.O. Box 107, Paris,
TN 36242 or O-ITION
!popsy%0charterinternetcorn

PLAINTIFF,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

thence. South 00 deg. 45 min 15 sec. teat for•&stenos of 135.07 feet
to•04
reber wkap•3175 est;

Except any interest in the coal, oil. gee and other minerals underlying the
land
which has been heretofore conveyed or removed in prior conveyances. and all
rights and eesenients in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any.

a,

HSBC MORTGAGE SERVICES. INC.,

BAC HOME LOANS SERVICING 12
F/fUA COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS
SERVICING LP.,

Thence,severing the lands of the Lola Jones Estate property, south 71
degrees
ID' 27" west 290.40' toe?diameter rebut whop #3175 set the southwest
owner
of Tract 1;

•'
This tract contains 1000 acme but is subject however to say easement
whir a
may be of record. This tract wee surveyed by VL Aseociates, KPLS 13222, on
August 8.1006.

Lsol
Nora

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00228

VS. NOT1CZ OF BALE
DEFENDANTS.

IMO
/alto

1.11611

Nan

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUNI1C1
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 06-C1-00206

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No.09-CI-00263
CHASE HOME FINANCE LLC

Logi
Moen

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person after 7:00P16.
No phone calls.
LPN/RN every other
weekend 65-6p 12
hours. Apply in person
at
Green
Acres
HealthCare, 402 W.
Farthing, Mayfield KY.
Practical Dental
Assisting
Registration Is now
open ohne begins on
Sept 12, 2009.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
Informabon and registration forms available
a
www.bohl.dental.co
m c,call our office
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is limited!

SPECIAL

MICHAEL ROBERSON,AIWA MICHAEL D. ROBERSON;
JAMIE ROBERSON.AIK/A JAMIE L ROBERSON;
COMMONWEALTH OF KIDITUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,CITY OF MURRAY,
SOUTHERN TAX SERVICES, LLC„

DEFENDANTS.
By virtue of a Default Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court am July 13„ 2009,in the shove came,to satisfy the Jodtpowat of
the Plaintiffin the aggeoldrasite amount of$119,060.02 plu•attorney hes of at
least $2,500.00, pursuant to MRS 411.195. I shall proceed to offer kit sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray,Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thureday. September 3, 2009. at the hour of
10:00 am.,local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with ite address being 22 Skyway, Murray, KY
42071, and being mom particularly described es follows:
Lots 0127 and 0128 in Unit 2 of Panorama Shore. located on Kentucky Lake as
shown by plat of record in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County in Plat
Book 2, Pegs 20, in the afRoe of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court,
Murray, Kentucky.
The above-deathbed properties are sold subject to the restrictions set forth
in
the office of ;the Clerk of the Calkiway County Court in Plat Book 2, Page 73,
and such restrictions are specifkally referred to in this conveyance and incorporated herein as if same were written in full.
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the multi of said coal, oil. gas and other minerals, if any.
Being the same property conveyed to Michael D. Roberson and wife, Jamie
L.
Roberson, by deed dated March 17. 2006, of reoord in Book 636, Page
608. in the
office tithe Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on•cosh or credit bersis of 30
days,
but if sold on•credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with
the 00111Millii0111,1 ten percent of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid
within thirty
and the purchaser shall be required to execute bond.
with surety thereon,te be approved by the Maxtor Commissioner
to secure the
unpaid portion of the purchase price, mid bond bearing interest at
12% per
annum from the date regale until paid. and fatly due and payable in thirty
1301
days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security.
All delinquent tame shall be ascertained and paid, but shell be sold subject
to the current year ad valorem tams

(3014eni

This 12th day of August, 2009
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Comalesioner
Calloway Circuit Court
wow rourraylitog-I.com
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SPORTABLE SCOREBOARDS
is accepting resumes
for an
Accounting
Associate/Receptionist
Position
includes
vouchenng Accounts
Payable,
Invoicing.
data entry, general
clerical duties requiring
good organizational
skies and attention to
detail, processing mail,
operating
company
phone system, greeting visitors, and other
accounting duties as
required.
Successful candidate
will be personable with
excellent phone skills
and be proficient in
Word
and
Excel.
Minimum of 1-2 years
experience
in
an
accounting environment is a plus.
SPORTABLE SCOREBOARDS offers competitive wages and
benefits.
Submit
resume to:
recruiting0scoreboardl.corn
or send to: Human
Resources, 106 Max
Hurt Dttve, Murray KY
42071
SPORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS has
an intimidate opening
for a Prolect Miniver
who will work as a
member of the Special
Protects Team.
This position will be
responsible for managing individual protects
from start to finish.
working with other
team members on new
product and process
development.
This
position will work with
CAD drawings, product manuals. and plant
layout

11 1..1

Customer Sorvloo Nopr000ntottv•
Exciting career opportunity for a bright, energetic and hard working individual. You MN work
in a fast-paced and team-oriented culture
where dedication and achievement is rewarded.
We are seeking someone with office experience in accounting Of bookkeeping, MS Office,
end/or customer service that can work successfully with minimal supervision. H.S. diploma
plus 2 years' prior office experience preferred.
The successful candidate must demonstrate a
customer focused attitude and be an energetic,
detail-oriented person with excellent oommunicatiori and telephone skills.
We offer competitive wages and an excellent
benefits package. Please send resume to:
Human Resources
P.O. Box 311
Maylleid, KY 42066
No calls please. Equal Opportunity Employer
MN

Kenlake foods. a Kroger-owned dry mix
and nut processing private label manufacture,.
is now accepting applicavons !of
ce Operator Technicians

LINE OPERATOR
TECHNICIANS
Responsibilities include setting up arid running A
production line troubleshooting, and mechanica
l
and electrical repairs Preferred skills include
mec hanical. electrical. PLC. variable I. equency
drives. 3-phase power. pneumatics. machine shop
and w
Prior manufacturing experience is
des', rvieed4r
Jer training, first obligation will be to
the weekend or weeknight shifts
1(enlake Foods offers a competitive wage arid
benefit package. including medical and dental
csurence. 401k Plan.(company paid retirement.
vacation and paid holidays
Queened applicants Womb abed
resume sea eatery leketery te:
Kasen. Feeds
Abet Keenan Resources
IN Numb LIP. Pleb,few
Paverfen KY 42171
0.email tor deori.sweetweyekerepor corn
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,
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The successful condi
date will be a team
player with a manufacturing
background,
leadership abilities and
be knowledgeable in
AutoCad.
An
Engineering
Tech
Degree or minimum 24 years experience in
Proiect Management is
desired.
S port ibis
Scoreboards offers a
competitive
benefit
and wage package
and the opportunity for
advancement. Email
your
resume
to:
H YPERLINK
'mailto:em_recruiting0scoreboardl.com
em recruiting0scorebele:LLCM of mail to:
Human
Resources,
106 Max Hurt Drive,
Murray KY 42071.

DEPENDABLE loving
childcare. 293-9794.
MIFF,

DANTS.

Way
went of
"Oat
•It the
les high:ci
rated in
KY
Lake..
Plat

FOR Sale: Productive
wood working business with customer
base. Interested parties only.
(270)070-7002

wk.
MINA COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

kr land
id all
C miner-

ins
8, in the

1days,
wit with
be paid
end.
are the
Per
rty(30)
Islie-

mmoties, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used carpeting,
air cond., elec. baseboard & gas heaters,
elec. range. refrigerator, storm windows,
etc.753-4109
Adkins
For flab
24FT. Pontoon boat,
Wieder weight gym,
massage table &
chair. (270)354-5078

t_r

0

CROSLEY heavy duty
dryer. 2 years old.
$125. 270-873-2317
LA (.5.
SELEC TOON
WARD

wwwww.1

rer.
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nical
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C to
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www.amerraykyspartments.com
Motorcyl•
helmets,
rackets, boots, saddle
bags. Jerry Sporting
Goods, Mayfield. KY.

279-747-91H
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

We will knowingly accept any
advertising tor real estate which
is not an violation or the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity boo,
For further assistance with Fair
FlOutring Advettismg requirement., fortiori NAA Counsel
Ilene P Milani,(703)b4R-1000.

(270) 753 1713
WHIRLPOOL selfcleaning stove, white
with black trim, nice.
$175.00/080.
761-1317

II

Furnishings

AMERICAN Duncan
Phyfe mahogany drop
dining
leaf
table
(w/protective pads.) 6upholstered
dining
chairs. Double china
cabinet. Loads of display & storage. $1,200
759.1664

2003 Nissan Altima
2.58, silver, excellent
condition. NADA price
$8.475. Asking $7,975.
Need to sell; pet
bought new car. Call
Wendy 293-2932.
2002 Nissan Sentra
GXE 107.000k. $4,500
obo. 270-227-7794
1985 El Camino,
Fisher Body, Roadster,
327 motor bored 40
over, Dart heads,
Elderbrock intake &
carb, MSD ignition
box. HFI distributor, 2
yr. old transmission,
low miles on motor,
Griffin 4 core radiator,
Auburn gear limited
sip(308 Gear), $8,000
In the motor, $2,500
inn. 270-978-2111 for
more info.

YAMAHA
Trumpet
inducting music Stand,
electronic metronome,
mouth piece puller,
$450. 753-7526.

**OWNER Finance**
16x80 38R, 2Ba on
3.5 acres. $2,950
down, $545 a month.
3380 Guthrie Rd.,
Paris. 270-753-1011
1995 16x80 Atlantic,
3BRI2BA,4-acres,
Kirksey area.
(270)559-2861
2002 Clayton 18x80
vinyl siding, 38R,28A,
excellent condition.
270-489-2525.
•2811. 2BA 18x70
1998 Clayton home on
1/2 acre near Kenlake
SAP. Full refurbishment just complete.
$29,900.
•48R,2BA 28x60
2001 Reetwood home
on
3/4-acre. 10-miles
north of Murray 1-rnes
off
Hwy-641. $42,900.
270-791-9792.
MOBILE horns on 1/2
acre w/pordies, outbuildings & carport, 2
miles from Murray.
(270)293-5670

1 BR apt, various boacations. Coleman RE.
Move in free days.
753-9896
2 bedroom, all appliances, Cambridge
area. 293-6968
2 BR apt near MSU.
Move In free days.
Coleman RE.
753-9896

HALEY Real Estate
Appraising
270-759-4218
LARGE 30R opt,
newly remodied, on
canipus. C/H/A. W&D,
9600 waist, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 756-4696,
2934800
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3iedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 voudiers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4964.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO 01000-648-6061

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270)753-8288
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
KF ;.!..11t/1

JAL itierrAur
THREE bedroom 2
bait ciuplex with double Wage- Mapplimaw.one year lease,
one month deposit, no
pets. 11750.00. Call
270-753-2906.
TOWNHOUSES for
rent. 4 BR 2.5 SA.
refrigerator,
oven.
stove, washer & dryer
Included. Close to
Murray Stale s660 a
month. Cell
270-348-0458.

219 Woodlawn 38R,
IBA.stove refrigerator,
w/d. CM/A. $675/mo.
$675/d•posit,
pets
considered. 227-6073,
759-1771.

MINI-STORAGI
729S.4TH ff.
Caner 01121 S.*CI
19119 525 11115 NO
(2711)434-2524
(279)293411116

COMMERCIAL property 1 masonry building 1.200 sq.ft. with
attached office & bathroom, 1 steel building
2,000
sq.ft.
with
attached storage & gas
hest, 1 building 2.500
sq.ft. with attached
shed on 1 acre east of
Murray. Right on Old
Newburg Rd., 1.7
miles on right. Phone
436-2727.

WATERFRONT
SALE!
Lakefront Lot
w/ Dock Suet
only
$49,900
(wise $124,900)
Owner
must sell spectacular
lakefront lot w/
boat dock already
built on fabulous
160.000
acre recreational lake
In KY. Paved rd w/
utils
& new survey.
Excellent financing.
Call now
1-800-704-3154, x
3146. www.kylakesale.corn

*4 BR brick, 2-1/2
bath, all appliances,
no pets, 1 year lease.
$780/month, deposit.
•2BR stove. refrigerator, W&D, no pets, 1
year lease, deposit, 5
miles from town in
Almo $375. 753-4937
4 BR, 2 BA, aN appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898

2.5 story house on 8
acres with barn. Woth
picturesque view. East
of town, less than 1/2
mile from courthouse.
$199,500. 293-7252.
38F1. 2 BA new construction,1316
Larkspur, Campbell
Estate. $229,000.
Call for appt.
753-3966, 293-9747.

DUPLEX for rent, all
appliances.
767-9948.
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large, 2BR.
1.5 bath, garage, all
appliances,
C/H/A,
water, SOWN,and trash
pick-up furnished. 1
small
indoor
pet
allowed. $675 mo.
293-7404

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
CAMOUFLAGE bed, Rent based on income.
chest, $175 227-9827 Mobility impairment
accessible.
Phone:
ELECTROLUX, Kirby 492-8721. Mon &
& Rainbow vacuum Thurs
cleaners, discontinued 10-12am. TDD No.
models, save big, 1-800-648-8056.
Sporting Equal
Jerry's
Housing
Goods. Mayfieid
Opportunity.

The Place to Start
Nlutray Ledger & TinH
(270)753 1916

OLDER 28R, IBA
house in Hazel, C/H/A,
no pets. 731-498-8312
after 5pm.
ONE or two bedroom
house for rent In country. Comes with applianoss, one bath and
carport. One year
lease, one month
deposit, no pets.
$575.00. Call
270-753-2905.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7688

liercycles & Airs

RETAIL Store in
Hazel. 2500 SF +/plus 960 SF porch
Really nice!
$750.00/month.
Additional 2500 SF
available for only
$400.00 more if
needed.
270-492-8211
South Center office/
business for rent.
1,000 sq,ft,., 700 sq.ft.
753-0606

lies Supplies

2007 Kawasaki Vulcan
900 Custom, low
miles, $5,000/080
293-7431
2007 Yamaha Virago,
1,400 miles, garage
kept, maroon w/ helmet. $2,500.
270-437-4472
03 Harley Davidson
100th
Anniversary
lowrider, lots of extras.
$7,800. 293-9046.
2000 350 Banshee
FMF exhaust, many
more extras. $3,200.
293-7781
Auto Pets

USED TIRES
11
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ALL NEW Happy Jack
Xylecide: Anti-Fungal
shampoo for dogs &
horses prevents nngworm and bacterial
skin infections without
steroids! Orecholn
Farm & Homo Store.
(270)759-8150
!www.happyjackinc.co

•weekly & spate] wimps
•locally owned/operated
759-1151 •293-2793
293-2794

ritotittftt1

Calf 753-5606

cv• J

TOYOTA Camry LE,
92, excellent condition $2,500 0130
759-4340

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

07 Mazda RX-8
Black, 31,XXX
270-293-9734

TREEING Feist puppies 6vrks okl. Great
puppies/squirrel dogs.
$75. 270-293-9966

1964 Cadillac
Fleetwood original
title. $4.500/0130
(270)978-7225

; 1.;

MOON MOV/ING
SERVICE
Affordable lawn care
with negotiable
prices. Call Daniel
(270)970-2778

I sot sr

Fit Inis
753.B0P7

HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work. Horne:
731-247-5359 or
Cell: 731-234-5933
OHS HOUSE
CLEAHNO SERVICE
Th• deepest clean
around) Cat for

HOUSE HUSBAND
HANDYMAN
*Repairs *Decks
*Bathtubs
No jobs too small!
(270)51154155

JONES
ROOFING
Licensed & Insured
Free estimates
(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355

FREE

;

1.1

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

227-0587
763-2353
ALL Carpentry
•RemodslIng
Additions
*Decks
*Porches
*Pole Barns
'Laminate Floors
•Tlie
44oble'Home-Repair
•Roof-Overs
*Underpinning
Larry Nlitimo

David's Howe
Iraproveseat
LI.0

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2582. 227-0267

lionsceps

McCoy's
Lawn Service
Quality wort at
a greet price!
*Mowing *Trimming
•Yord Clean-up
Tree Estimates'
(270)2934604

Water Downs* Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
lismodeing & Plintang
WIN Do insurance Work
tree &MesierCad Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

• lateisies

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for Tort: Discipline a wild streak.
Thursday, Aug. 20, 2009:
MOO(Aug.23-Sopt. 22)
Many opportunities appear this *** Be sensitive to others, as
well as yourself. Discipline youryear. After October, making
money is an easier proposition. self. You have a strong intuitive
Use your recent lessons conserv- sense about a work or health
matter. Just because an idea
ing funds. A work-related matter
feels good doesn't mean it is
could be changing. You might
good. Check in with the experts.
pay far more attention to your Tonight: Claim
227-9641
your power.
health and well-being. If you are
AFFORDABLE
UBRA(Sept 23-Oct. 22)
Carpentry
single, you will meet many peo- *** You could easily fizzle
•FlomodeNrig
ple in your travels, and many early on. Be aware of your ener*Screened Porches
people demonstrate their interest gy level; you might opt to work
*Garages
in you. Still, as you suppress a behind the scenes. Detach, and
•Wolar & Termite
you'll see a situation clearly, or
lot of feelings, you are not easy
Damage
to relate to. If you are attached, break your pattern, or at least
•Dedcs
understand your role in the situalearn to discuss your anger
•Home/ Mobile Home
tion. Tonight: Head home.
before it becomes rage. Be more
Repair
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
436-5517
open about your feelings. **** Emphasiz
e the positives.
VIRGO helps you make money.
Listen to the pros and cons of a
situation. If you are focused, you
The Stars Show the Kind of
Since 1986
could further an important goal.
24 noun sum.
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
Network and touch base with
Res., Corn., & Ind.
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; others. Your ability
to make a difLicensed & Insured
I-Difficult
ference or draw others peaks.
All jobs - big or small
Just ask for what you want.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
Tonight: Where people are.
**** Make a wish with today's SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dc.
436-21387 Lamb's
New Moon. Verbalizing what you 21)
Professional Tree
desire is the first step in making It **** Be aware of your finanService. Complete
happen. Your drive Marks your cial needs, as they could be
tree
SuCCOSs. A child, loved one or changing quickly. A new beginremoval, gutter
creative project could make all ning is possible. Listen to news
cleaning, hauling, etc.
the difference. Think positively. with an eye to potential change..
Insured. Emergency
Tonight: Make it easy.
Your way of handling a situation
293-8377
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
or problem could change. What
436-5141 A***** You have a way that is occurring behind the scenes
AFFORDABLE
makes others think. Brainstorm
becomes clear. Tonight: Burning
Hauling. Clean out
with others. Even a boss, though the candle at both ends.
garages, gutters, junk
confusing, comes up with ideas. CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)'
& tree work.
You'll create a unique option that ***** Your ability to read
could involve real estate, properbetween the lines marks many of
ty and perhaps a home office. your decisions. Am agreement
Don't nix anything right now! with a partner or associate could
Tonight: Happily head home.
force a change or transformation„
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Know what you want and expect;
**** Keep communication and you will be well on your way,
flowing, eyeing security and
Detach from hot situations.
long-term commitment. You don't Tonight: Break past restrictions.
want to undermine your well- AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
11 \l I
being. Listen to what others ***** Deal with individuals
\ I itt I.II l'trtt
share, but still nix a risk. Others rather than groups. You discover
l',IS
cannot make your decision for that eye contact adds to the qualyou. Your vision and ability to ity of a discussion. Follow
adapt to a demanding partner- through on a work-related situa•••
ship or financial situation tion that can impact you finan"s t 1stemerge. Tonight: Mosey on cially. A partner really underANDRUS Excavating home.
stands what is at work here.
and Septic Systems. CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Tonight: Dinner and talks.
Dozer, back hoe, and ***** Keep conversat
ions PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
track
hoe
work. moving, knowing that there is ****
Defer to others and get
Installation and repair much more to relay.
The unex- to the bottom of a problem.
on septic systems. pected does
occur. Examine the Listen to what is being said, as
Now offering septic long-term
ramifications of a diffi- someone might trigger a button
tank pumping. 978- cult
association. Be careful that forces you to do a double0404
expressing
your frustration. take. Your creativity flourishes
APPUANCE REPAIR
Tonight: Hang out.
when dealing with a loved one
SERVICE & PARTS LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
As a result, you'll get past a prob(270) 293-8726 OR **** Curb a tendency to be lem with
ease. Tonight Make
759-5534
possessive Creativity flows, time for a special person.
Chuck Van Buren
especially financially, and you
BRUSH & Hammer
could create a new beginning. BORN TODAY
Painting, fix-it's &
Be careful if you have a tenden- 23rd U.S President Benjamin
repairs, decks pres- cy to suppress your feelings and
Harrison (1833), singer Robed
sure washed and
then act on them Have you been
Plant (1948), boxing promoter
stained. 436-2228
spending a lot? Eating a lot?
Don King (1931)

753-9562

501 South 6th St.
Nice
3-BR, 1 BA, dining,
living, bonus room,
washer, dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, beautiful hardwood.
270-761-1317

;Pe- 'UI ( I irm

2005 Bass Tracker
165, 1811 90 h.p.
Mercury. $8,900 0150.
(270
-3337

4.4 acres on 121South, 4-miles from
Murray (Fox Rd)
492-8283

NEON REACH
MINI STORAGE

38R, 2BA, new w/d, 2car garage. 101 East Y
Dr. $700hno. No pets.
270-227-9612.

I \I ' • %‘,
\I y \LL\H \

tree estimate
(615)904-5299
(270)970-2733

Hill Electric

FOR lease 48x40
metal building, 12ft.
walls, insulated, gas
heat. Located at 406
Sunbury
Circle.
Murray. Call
270-436-2935

1/()011(-,

t.'

Re& Men
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1994 Chevy, 4x4
extended cab. diesel,
900d shape. 52.000
270-970-5611
1993
Ford
E360
Amburce.
7.31
diesel. 109,000 miles.
Ideal or contractors
and farmers, air conditioning break room.
$5.500 obo.
270-978-2111.

I • •'
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HAZEL,30.1-1/2
Both, $350/mo. +
deposit. 492-8526

38R very nice, carport,
hardwood floors. Also
4BR. 213A. Coleman
RE
753-9898

I

•

Mobil

28R, IBA, near MSU,
all appliances furnished. $500 plus
deposit. References
required.
270-227-5554.

11%1D APPI IAN( IN

Oyer \

State laws forbid discnmanatton
in the sale, rental or advertising
ol real estate based on tackes in
addition to dune protected
under federal law.

Raper*Painegrnent LW

2BR Duplex, C/I-I/A,
all appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-13
Northwood.
(270)753-0259

111 work
lure
ferried.
penOffice,

'Sent
I to:

Rear tractor forks $150
6ft. disk $450
tift. box blade 5400
PTO seed sower $250
PTO Auger $250
All $1,200
436-2727

2, 38R available.
Various locations.
Coleman RE.
753-9890

St

lorna
erred.
rate a
parsec,
imuni-

Murray Lailper & Tara Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate ad‘rrtered herem
subrct to the Federal Fair
Houssnii Act which makes it
illegal to advertise any referent.. limitotion w cincnrnickahon based on race, Co‘x, arkpm,vex, handicap, familial status or national origiut or intention to make any such preferences, lintlitabOrs o discnnunahim

111
1Equipment

HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5808

IllitInflo8uy
rth in
r. 73,
ineorpo-

TOP gustily
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques.
Reed Maurice.
603 Main St.
753-6381

COMICS/ FEATURFS
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Lull.Back

Mistaken identity grows

le years age
Williams, Aug. 13.
Published is a picture of State
40 years ago
Senator Bob Jackson and CalThree Boy Scouts from Hazel
loway County Judge Executive Troop 73 will
attired the Four
Larry Elkins presenting Marcia Rivers Boy Scout
Council at
Brandon with a State Senate Cer- Bloomington, lot,
Aug. 22-24.
tificate honoring her as the first They are Steve Simmo
ns, Robert
female elected to the Calloway Waters Jr. and David
Waters, all
County Fiscal Court. She also Eagle Scouts.
received a certificate designating
James H. Bomar, 24, Paris,
her as a Kentucky Colonel. The Tenn., died Aug. 19
from injuries
photo was by Staff Photograph- sustained in a two
vehicle accier David Blackburn.
dent at 5:04 a.m. today at North
Serving as officers of the 12th and Chestnut Streets
.
Kappa Department of the MurGraves Morris, Don Robinson
ray Woman's Club are Karen and Herb Schrei
ner were winIsaacs, chairman; Carolyn Marcus, ners of the Murray
Calloway
vice chairman; Rita Ford, secre- County Shrine Club
Invitational
tary. and Sheree Story, treasurer. Golf Tournament.
20 years ago
Births repotted include a girl
Published is a picture of Jerry to Mr. and Mrs. Grover
Daniels
Shelton, Murray High School
Aug. 15.
teacher, helping Tracy Walker plan
SO years age
her schedule on the first day of
John Pasco, chairman of Chief
school for the city system as fel- Cbenubby Boy Scout
District for
low student Vicki Woods looks the past three years, was
honon. The photo was by Staff Pho- ored at a meeting
of the district
tographer David 'flick.
and was presented a Nome
A Garnett Foundation grant statute from Murray
Mayor
Of $4,000 has been awarded to Holmes Ellis.
the Department of Journalism and
West Side Barber Shop with
Radio-Television at Murray State Guy Spann and
Doe Chapman
University to establish the John as owners, will open
Aug.21 in
Fetterman Minority Journalism the Lassiter buildin
g. located at
Scholarship.
Main and North 15th Streets.
The National Scouting MuseRev. Orville Easley and Rev.
um will end the summer season R.L. Dixon will be
the speakers
on Labor Day.
at the revival services to be held
30 years ago
at Dexter Methodist Church.
; Ron Christopher of Murray
60 years age
has been appointed to serve on
W.B. Patterson, sheriff of Calthe Board of Regents at Murray loway County
and tax collmor,
State University.
said the tax bills were ready for
A musical program by a troupe collection with a 2
percent disof Ecuadorian performers will be count if paid before
Nov. I.
presented at the Calloway CounLallora Holland and Anna Lee
ty Public Library on Aug. 20, at Crass of Murray
will italand the
7 p.m.. according to Margaret national conven
tion. of Alpha
Trevathan. librarian.
Sigma Alpha sorority in Port
Winners of the Kentucky Lake Huron, Mich., May
22-24.
Bass Club held out of Devils
Folgees coffee, one pound tin,
Elbow were Pee Wee Dick, Rod- is advertised as
selling for 55
ney Tidwell and Joe Cope.
cents in the ad for Swann's MarBirths reported include a girl ket this week.
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thomas

Thin IN MOM
By The Aseedeled Press
Today is Wednesday, Aug. 19,
the 231st day of 2009. There are
134 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 19, 1909, the first
automobile races were run at the
just-opened Indiaaapolis Motor
Speedway: the winner of the first
event was auto engineer Louis
Schwitzer, who ckove a StoddardDayton touring car twice around
the 2.5-mile track at an average
speed of 57.4 mph.
On this date:
hi 1812. the USS Constitution
defeated the British frigate Geerriere off Nova Scotia during the
War of 1812.
In 1918, "Yip! Yip! Yaphsiik,"
a musical revue by Irving Berlin
featuring Army recruits from Camp
Upton in Yaphank. N.Y., opened
on Broadway.
In 1929, the radio comedy pro-

gram "Amos 'n' Andy," starring
Freeman Gosden and Charles Correll, made its netwoet debut on
NBC-Blue.
In 1934, a plebiscite in Germany approved the vesting of sole
executive power in Adolf Hitler.
ha 1942, during World War 11,
about 6,000 C_anadian and British
soldiers launched a disastrous raid
against the Germans at Dieppe,
France, suffering more than 50percent casualties.
In 1949, the Federal Communications Commission prohibited
so-called "giveaway" radio and
TV shows, saying they violated
lottery laws. (The U.S. Supreme
Court overturned the ban in 1954,
ruling that giveaway shows fell
sisort of being lotteries because
participants did not pay in order
to try to win prizes.)
In 1955, severe flooding in the
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into an awkward proble
m

Tapeworm inappropriate
for weight loss

DEAR ABBY: I have an the words. The next
time your
DEAR DR. GOTT: About cause serious problems.
embarrassing dilemma. I have doctor asks
how your "husband"
two years ago. my son and his
Intestinal infestations are treata baby with a man I am no is, say:
"We're no longer togethlady friend were visiting home ed easily with oral medication,
longer with. Our romance ended er." Period
on a break from veterinary school. the same that is used to treat
. No further explabefore I knew I was pregnant. nation is
He was a senior and she was a cats, dogs and other animals. In
necessary, and don't
He is not in our lives any- offer one.
junior. I noticed that she was more severe cases where other
more -- his decision. I have
very concerned about her pen- organs are involved, treatment is
000
moved on
cil -thin much more difficult and if left
DEAR ABBY: We are hopand am now ing you can settle a small
weight. She untreated may be life-threatendisin a solid, pute. My husband and I have
told us that ing.
capsules
loving rela- a soon-to-be 2-year-old.
Infected people rarely exhibit
Her
filled
with symptoms. Intestinal infections
tionship.
birthday is next month, and
tapeworm may cause diarrhea, abdominal
My prob- we will be celebrating at
a
eggs
were pain, nausea, weakness and loss
lem is my local park with lots of
kids
available for of appetite and weight, primariOB/GYN from wait and day care.
sale.
The ly because of inadequate absorphas always
Is it OK to offer beer and
eggs are col- tion of nutrients(since the "worm"
been under wine to the parents? The
park
lected
by anode them rather than the host).
the impres- officials have no issue with
some people Invasive infections that have
sion that my it. There is an alcohol
permit
who work in spread to other organs can cause
child's bio- to sign, which includes no hard
dog pounds, organ and tissue damage, cystic
logical liquor and no drinks to
Van Buren
Dr. Polar Gott vet offices, masses. bacterial infections, fever,
be
father and I taken off premises. We
shelters and allergic reactions to the larvae,
will
are together and that we're abide
other similar places. These same or seizures or other neurolo
by park rules. We just
gical
married. The father attended want to know
people are the ones who "pack- symptoms if the infection
-- is it OK to
involves
some of the obstetrical appoint- have alcoho
age" and sell them.
l at a child's birththe brain.
ments with me and was even day party?
Thankfully, their relationship
There are certain risk factors
We will wait to
there for the birth.
did not progress beyond friend- that make a person
see what you have to say. -mote likely
ship!
When my doctor initially PARTY PLAN
to become infected with tapeNER IN COLMy reason for writing is 1 worm. These include
referred to 5h
' asus
"my - ORADO
poor
would like to know if you have hygiene, eating raw
band,' I di 't correct him
or underDEAR PARTY PLANyou ever heard of this. What are cooked pork or
because 1 di
feel I needed NER: I see nothing positiv
beef, exposure
e
the consequences of purposely to livestock (primar
to spill the beans about such to be gained
ily those not
by a group of
infecting oneself with a tapeworm? properly cleaned)
a personal issue. But now when parents
and frequent
drinking alcohol at a
DEAR READER: That is travel to developing
I go for my annual examina- children's
countries.
party. Alcohol dulls
incredibly gross, not to mention
Purposely ingesting tapeworm
tions, he always asks me how the senses,
and besides, the
potentially harmful. Tapeworm eggs is like playing
Russian
"my husband' is. I feel it's purpose of
the party is to see
eggs and segments are excreted roulette. Chances are,
the person
too late to say, "Oh, by the that the
from the bodies of infected hosts will have no ill effects
children have a good
, but there
way, he was never my hus- time. Rather
via the feces. The parasite can is always a chance
than dritating and
that serious
band" since I didn't correct socializing,
also be contracted by ingesting consequences may
the patents should
cause irrehim to begin with.
be concentrating on the kids, contaminated food or water.
versible damage or even death.
I need a graceful way to making sure
Many infected people never Tapeworm infestation is
they are enternot a
finally tell my doctor that we tained and
know they are playing host to guarantee of weight
closely . supervised
loss,
and
if
were never married, especial- -- particularly
the parasite. Humans carry tape- it does occur due
in an outdoor
to the infecly since I am now involved setting that
worms
in one of two ways: in tion, overall health is at risk.
may not be familthe intestines as adult worms, or
with a different men whom I iar to everyone.
1 urge anyone trying to lose
dos as or *vas may migrate weight not to put themselves
plan oir inartYring and will
in
eirma,arch as the lungs harm's way by ingesting tapeworm
eventually have mother child
DEAR ASSY: Is it now Iwo
or
SW glimOmsu that may eggs.
with. Men_ help nse find the acceptable to clip
one's finwards. — MCC -- DOWN gernails in the workpl
ace?
SOU'llif
I work in an office with
MAR'STUCK: Here are cubicles, and I hear some of
my co-workers (mainly men) Northdealer.
In each case, declarer covered the
Both sides vulnerable.
clipping their nails! Isn't this
heart laid with the queen and took
NORTH
East's king with the ace. The queen
a task that should be per•Q
seadasstprn U.S. chimed some formed in
of diamonds was then finessed, losone's bathroom at
•Q8
ing to the king, and East returned a
200-lives.
home? Am I the only person
•A .1 7 5 3
heart to set the contract.
cor
vier a fribnad in Moscow
*8 7 4 2
who thinks this is gross? —
At the tables where the slam was
1.12 pilot FranWEST
EAST
made, South also led the trump
GROSSED OUT IN RICHcis Gig %men of espionage.
•8 7 4 3
•K 6 5 2
queen at trick two but went up with
In 1976, President Gerald R. MOND, TEXAS
•.1 109 5
111(64 3 2
the ace after west followed low.
DEAR
GROSSED OUT:
Ford won the Republican presi•6
•K 4
Declarer then led the speck queen
•10 96 3
dential nomination at the patty's You are not the only person
•J5
from dummy and finessed. When the
SOUTH
convention in Kansas City.
who finds it gross: I think it's
queen held, declarer continued with
A 109
In 1991, Soviet hard-liners "icky," too. And you are corthe jack. East covered with the king,
VA
7
taken by the ace, and South cashed
announced to a shocked world rect that person
al grooming
•Q 10 98 2
the ten of spades, discarding a heart
that President Mikhail S. Gor- should
•A K Q
be performed at home,
from dummy. He then conceded a
bachev had been removed from
The bidding:
before or after work. Because
trump to the king and so finished
power. (The coup attempt oilNorth
Ent
South West
with 12 tricks.
it bothers you, mention it to
lapsed two days later.)
Pass
Pass
1•
Pass
Beek successfal declarers realized
3•
Pass
Ten years ago: Confronting the office manager, explain
6•
that the trump finesse was a red herhow
Openin
it
g
lead — jack of hearts.
makes you feel, and
questions about possible past drug
ring that did not offer
as good
There are some deals where play- a chance to make thenearly
use, Republican presidential can- suggest that a company memo
slam as the
ers
tend
to
suffer
from
a
blind
spot.
spade
finesse did. the spade finesse
be sent out discouraging the
didate George W. Bush told
Take this typical case from a dupli- won,the slam wasIfmark,
repeaters he had not used illegal
period. But
practice.
cate game.
if the diamond finesse won, declarer
drugs in 25 years, and added that
000
The deal was played at 26 tablt-s, was still not yet home,and
unless the
if voters insisted on knowing Mefe.
but our story concerns itself only opposing clubs were divided
Dear Abby is written by
3-3, he
"they can go find somebody else Abigai
with the II tables where the contract would have to try
the spade finesse
l Van Buren, also
was six diamonds played by South. anyway.
to vote for."
kleeWII as balm Phillips,
West invariably led the jack of hearts
While a successful diamond
and wasfounded by her aradragainst the slam, atter which nine finesse might gain South
20 points, it
declarer
s
went
down
one, while at could also lose the 1,370 points for
er, Pauline Phillips. Write
two
tables
South made the contract.
making the slam — which is exactly
Dear Abby at www.DearAbThe play west quickly at the what it cost each of the nine
declarby.cons or P.O.Box 0440,Los
tables where the stem was defeated. ers who tried the trump
finesse.
Angeles, CA MO.
lemerrow: Declarer takes the bait.
000
caxesing remmsyndic.h.
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ZIP!

0
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WHAT ARE
YOU DOING?

"I /1

t

!--;(

TI-IERE WAS A
COURTROOM ARTIST Al
THE TRIAL TODAY

•-••••11.-

WAITING
FOR MY
1511011.1GrNT

1 Contractor's
re
ck in Black"
group
8 Small bird
12 Hotel freebie
13 Extol
14 BMW rival
15 Playhouses
17 Move up and
down
18 Egg — yung
19 Comes across
as
20 Day fraction
23 Customer
26 Herr von
Bismarck
27 Razor brand
28 Ell proceeder
31 Chart shape
32 Boutiques
34 Seine moorage
35 Slalom run
36 Type of parrot
37 Understood
38 Kids around

4Z

40 Caesar's worst
day
41 Provide capital
44 Night flyer
46 Sharp
47 Financial
52 Osprey kin
53 Encourage
sbongly
54 Baby babble
55 Decimal points
56 Cubicle filler
57 Cash dispenser
(abbr.)
DOWN
1 Morsel
2 Wolfgang, to
himself
3 Kiki or Joey
4 Deep-voiced
lady
5 Chocolate substitute
6 Unpaid
7 High-tech
albums
8 Thin cookie

Answer to Previous Puzzle
CPA SASS MAN
HEP PMEM AURA
EEL EIANOETR I P
GILDA A
IOTA
MT HON D U Cid
SOB JAR CONOR
MG MAN LOUR ME
in RWAY SIB FOE
IMEAR AID !JA
MINX
FIEMAR
LOOS DOGWO MY E

UpliDU
GASP

DUA11-1
ENNIO

ERE
DEU

8-1902009 United Feature Syndicate, inc.
9 Be in control
10 Wax-coated
cheese
11 Puppy bites
16 Frizzy hairdo
19 Jiffies

Mil MIMI MOMM
MOM MOM MI=
MMINIMMIIM MO=
MUM
NMI=
Mal Ada=
MEM
WM MN
EMU WIMME Min
MEM
di=
MEOW MOM
Mad= AM
dn. ddlIMMIdd
MEM MEI ME
MOMM AM= MI

20 Fervent wish
21 Redding or
Skinner
22 Sporty trucks
24 "Lusitania"
sinker (hyph.)
25 Kennel cry
28 Variety
29 Toward shelter
30 Somber evergreens
32 Misrepresent
33 Bucks and
toms
37 Plaid garment
38 Davy or Casey
39 Tunes
41 Barely
scraped by
42 Caligula's
nephew
43 Bumper
mishap
45 Half a fortnight
47 Flood residue
48 Miners dig it
49 Famous Khan
50 Decompose
51 —Kippur
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PREP VOLLEYBALL ROUNDUP

Stumbling out of the gate
LADY MARSHALS THUMP CALLOWAY IN DISTRICT OPEN
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SECTION C

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Twnes
Calloway County's Brittnee Deitz gets some air
time as she prepares to send this ball over the net, where
Marshall County's
Leigh Toby (left) and Jordan Reynolds await to
attempt the block.
The Lady Marshals got the best of Calloway,
winning 3-0 in district competition.

PREP GOLF
ROUNDUP

Op TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
After falling to co-region
favorite Lone Oak in two
games over the weekend,
Marshall County came back
with a vengeance in 4th District
competition Tuesday night at
Calloway County.
The Lady Lakers barely
came out at all.
Marshall outside hitter
Rebecca Fletcher set the tone,
holding serve for nine points to
help lift the Lady Marshals to a
13-1 advantage in the first
game.
From there, the defending
region champions never looked
back, taking a 25-8, 25-11, 258
victory
at
Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
The game was the district
opener for Calloway while the
Lady Marshals improved to 2-0
after
defeating
Christian
Fellowship on Aug. 13.

ER

Calloway fell behind early
in all three games and could
never forge a rally against a
Marshall bunch that appears to
have reloaded after losing top
hitter Nashea Sheppard to graduation.
For the Lady Lakers, who
have set a goal to escape the
district cellar this season, it
wasn't quite the start they had
envisioned.
"It was definitely a disappointment,"
said
coach
Samantha Hobbs. "I don't care
how good Marshall is, we
shouldn't have played down to
that level. Our girls are better
than that.
"There's a disappointment,
but there's also a motivation,
knowing how hard we're going
to have to work physically to
keep our goal."
Calloway's defense was the
biggest culprit on Tuesday,
especially when it came to

returning strong hits from
Marshall's frontline.
Hobbs spoke of a need to
return to fundamentals as far as
alignment and coverage is concerned.
•
"Our biggest issues are
defensively, not keeping the
third person back," she said.
"Our returns are off and we
didn't even have our hitters
pulling off the 10-foot line to
prepare to hit. We weren't setting up enough of our stronger
hitters, either, and that definitely showed."
The Lady Marshals suffered
a setback in the first game of
the season last week, falling to
Caldwell County.
They since rebounded to
win six out of seven, but the
loss to Lone Oak at the Apollo
Summer Slam in Owensboro
was hard to swallow because it
could serve as a preview of the
First Region title match.

SChOoi
Dia(010181n
Marshall County
2-0(6-2)
Murray
0-0(2-0)
Calloway Co.
0-1 (3-5),
Christ. Fellowship
o-1 (2-1)
"We actually played very
well over the weekend, we just
didn't play well against Lone
Oak," Marshall coach Clare
Boggess said. "Right now,
we're focusing on having a
really strong service game,
because we don't have the.arsenal that we've had in the past."
The service game looked
plenty strong against the Lady
Lakers, especially
when
Fletcher. a jump-server, was
behind the line.
She pounded Calloway for
nine straight points in the first
game and served the Lady
In See CCHS,2C

MSU FOOTBALL ROUNDUP

Tigers get
back on track
in home
opener
SMITH SHOOTS
ONE-OVER TO
PACE MURRAY
Off lisped
After a disappointing showaat Mayfield Mastiay.
y's boys got back cis track
:Tuesday with a victory over
:Rickman County at Murray
•
:Country Club.
Jordan Smith shot a oneOver-par 37 to lead the Tigers to
a team score of 158, good
enough to best the Falcons, who
4.1
.came in at 184.
The match was Murray's first
,bf the season on its home
*course.
All four Tigers finished within four strokes of one another as Murray State senior Nico Yantko was tabbe
MICHAEL DANN Ledger 8. Times
d as the starter for Game 1 against Kentucky Wesle
yan on Sept. 3. The Racer football team held their
Jay Roth fired a 39 to come in Tuesday, where head coach
Media Day
Matt Griffin made the announcement. Yantko unsea
ts incumbent quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt as the starte
just behind Smith. Blake
r for the season opener.
Graham and David Vinson each
shot 41.
Hickman was paced by
Aaron Harpole's 45.
On the girls side, Hickman
shot 189 to take the victory
Sae GOLF,2C
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Nico gets the nod

'College
YAM)NAMED SEASON OPENER STARTER BY GRIFFIN
GameDay'
AT MEDIA DAY
By MICHAEL DMIN
St. Louis also rushed for 321 yards and out for the
year with an ACL injury sufSports Editor
two scores.
coming back
fered in the spring. Franklin appeared By The Numbers
Matt Griffin calls it a problem. But
Despite being named the 2007 OVC in 11 games last
year, starting two, and
the same breath, he calls it a good Freshman of the Year
Noco
and setting was 60-for-93 with 476 yards and
to Rupp Arena inprobl
two
em.
records as a freshman for touchdown touchdowns
.

The fourth-year Racer football passes (21) and single
Ulm
-game compleFormer Calloway County standout
coach has the luxury of having two tions (36), the incum
bent starter will Casey Brockman, along with Andre
emese
w
2
very good quarterbacks battling for one now continue to battle
Om=
9
for that starting Bolognese and Tarvis Milam, all
TO BE RELEASED job.
Calmat 26-39
freshCompAlt
169-266.
job, and Griffin wouldn't want it any men, are
Pet:
66.7
Pet.:
likely to be redshirted by
635
And, at least for now, that job other way.
Yds
251
Yew
itiss
Griffin.
ON ONE-HOUR
belongs to Nico Yantko.
llt
2
"I will say this, both these guys have
"I
think
right
Illa
now
throu
1
ghout camp,
Yantko, the 5-foot-9, 190-pound played very well. Both
wit
8
these guys have Nico has brought a great intensity about
Amide
SPECIAL
125 5
Aig./11
209.0
senior from Ohio, filled in for an battled and we're not
going to have a him," Griffin said. "They are both
Rodin
very
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — injured Jeff Ehrhardt in the Racers' guy playing with a gun to his head, so
inass;
good leaders, do things well and some
2
9
ESPN is bringing "College home opener against Lambuth last year, to speak. They know they have to be differ
18
78
ent than the other. Neither has put
going
l0-for
-l5
Yds
with
13
156 yards and two the best player every day,- Griffin said.
GameDay" back to Rupp Arena.
321
himself head and shoulders above the
07
41
The network announced touchdowns. He then went 16-for-24 "Nico knows that for him to start in that other. Nico is the
0
starter today, but that
2
Tuesday the show will air live for 95 yards against Indiana before opener, he has to he the guy every day. could change in a
Law
12
31
couple of days.tearin
g
his
ACL.
I talked to him before practice the other
65
from the arena on Saturday. Feb.
35 7
The turning point for Griffin came in
Ehrhardt would eventually return day and let him know. Both
13, before Kentucky hosts
guys came fall camp, where both were healthy
"Nico has a stronger arm, scrambles
from a shoulder injury and finish out out and practiced like
I thought they enough to take live snaps, something a little
Tennessee.
bit better,- Griffin said. "I know
the last half of the season, going 169- would.The network will air a pair of for-266
Yantko didn't have the pleasure of this — regardless of
for 1,855 yards and 11 touchwho plays, we're
Chris Franklin, the 6-0, I97-pound doing in the spring
: live shows from the arena, a downs. The
as he was still going to move the ball and score points.
6-4, 220-pound junior from junior from Lexington's Paid Dunba
r is recovering from his ACL injury.
one-hour show at II a.m. and
That's that."
another show at 8 p.m., an hour
before tip-off. The show will
also make stops at several other AROUND THE
high-profile games next year,
including North Carolina-Duke
and Villanova-Syracuse.
Kentucky will also host Sam
Houston State and Rider in
STINSON'S TRIAL later died.
Gilpin's death. He has pleaded dismissed it after
November as part of the Cancun
his lawyers that motion Tuesday. according
The indictment returned not guilty.
Challenge. The Wildcats will
argued
the
grand
jury
was not to Steve Tedder, spokesman for
To BEGIN AUG.
Tuesday charges David Jason
Stinson's trial on the reckless told Stinson wanted testify
then travel to Cancun to play
to
.
the commonwealth's attorney's
Stinson with wanton endanger- homicide charge. a rare
case of a
Cleveland State follwed by a
Stinson's attorneys said the office.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - ment
in the case of 15-year-old coach being charged in a
matchup with either Virginia or A grand jury has re-indicted a
play- grand jury has been tainted and
Alex Dathorne. a lawyer for
Max Gilpin, who died three days er's death, is scheduled
to begin should not hear the case again Stinson, had
Stanford.
former Kentucky high school
no comment
after collapsing in Louisville Aug. 31.
Kentucky's full schedule will football coach on an additional
and filed a motion Monday Tuesday on the new
indictment.
last August.
Stinson was first indicted on seeking to block prosec
be released during a one-hour charge in the case of a player
utors
The
wanto
n
endan
Stinson was already facing a the
germent
wanton
endangerment from presenting the
TV special at some point soon.
who collapsed at practice and
charge a charge and the reckless homireckless homicide charge in charge last week, but
a judge second time. But a judge denied
M See STINSON, 2C

UK's SCHEDULE
TV

STATE

Former Louisville high school coach re-indicted
31
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NFL ROUNDUP: TITANS
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402009 Chevy Aveo
MSRP
:Peppers Discount
:'Rebates

$15,185
—2,192
—1,000

TITANS EAGER TO ADD AIR
THREAT TO SMASH & DASH

Below
Supplier Price$11 9993*
•Power Windows & Locks
•Keyless Entry
5 Speed Manual
Transmission
•34 MPG Hwy.

'

•

1......

' time,,,......

Sy MESA M."MUM

--neolla

Stk. GC9146

450 2009 Pontiac G5
MSRP
Peppers Discount
Rebates

$18,135
—1,715
—2,500

13

Below $
Supplier Price

9920*

•33 MPG Hwy.
•Power Windows ,
•Cruise Control '
IMP •
•Spoiler

./..
,
sik. AC9056

2009 Buick
LaCrosse CX

40

MSRP
Peppers Discount
Rebates

$26,535
— 2,069
—3,500

2mb10/4

Below - $
: Supplier Price

9966*
•Heated Front

•6 Passenger
.
•
•Seating
.• Power Lumbar
laminate•28 MPG Hwy.

4V 2009 Chevy Silverado
Reg. Cab "4x4"
MSRP
Peppers Discount
.. Rebates

$25,645
— 1,716
—2,000

2

Below $
:Supplier Price
•Locking Rear
Differential
•Cruise Control
•LS Package

mi 9929*

.,

alf 2009 GMC Yukon
2WD "SLT2"
i1avig
ation
System
•Rearview Camer

7 500

a
System
• Rear Entertainment
System
•20" Polished
Aluminum Wheels

$

5

OFF

MS R P'

Stk. OGT9197

Agrp

2009 Cadillac
Escalade 2WD

• Rear Seat
2
.
System
$1 1
EntertainmentChromed
Aluminum Wheels
9
•Power Sliding
Sunroof
MSRP •
•Power Assist Steps
_.
_ .........
000

OFF

-Disclaimer: 'Price is plus tax, title & license and after all manufacturer's

rebates and factory to dealer incentives $149 Doc Fee
Included
Photos for illustration purposes only

"Whatever it takes, we want to be our car or truck company."
: fall=

4 ri-.--- ='----

AP Spode Writer
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)—
Stepping up to the line, Kerry
Collins' biggest problem in
training camp is figuring out
(AP) — Titans rookie corwhich target to throw to next.
nerback Ryan Mouton hurt his
There's Nate Washington, the
free agent siviee brought over im6 ankle 'Nudity morning
and had to be caned off the
from Pittsburgh, whose speed
ltiesday's Garnes
LA. Angels 5, Clevelend 4
made him Tennessee's fastest praCtice field. Coach Jeff
Detroit 5. Seattle 3
receiver on the field. Justin Fisher did not have an immediBoston 10. Toronto 9
Gage has the size to beat most ate nspon on the severity of the
Tampa Bay 5, Baltimore 4
Minnesota 9, Texas
defenders at 6-foot-4 and 212
Kanses City 6, Chicago White Sox 4
Mouton is the Titans' secpounds, while rookie Kenny
N.Y. Yankees 7, Oakisnd 2
pick in the third round out
Britt can separate from defenWednesday% Games
Kansas City (Greinite 11-7) at Chicago
of Mewed. The 5-foot-9 rookie
sive backs himself at 6-3.
While Sox (Contreras 4-11), 105 p.m
had been competing to be the
Or how about throwing to
L.A. Angels (JerWeaver 12-4) at
mam's backup nickelback. or
rookie Jared Cook, who has the
Cleveland (Sowers 48). 6:05 p.m.
Seattle (Snell 0-1) at Detroit (Verlander
fifth defensive back in posing
size of a tight end, the speed of a
13-6). 6:05 p.m.
wideout and is strong enough to situations, Mouton also has
Boston (Buchholz 1-3) at Toronto
beat working as a backup outpull in balls one-handed?
(Halliday 13-5). 6:07 p.m.
Baklmor
e (Tillman 1-0) at Tampa Bay
"We're going to mix it up, side cornerback and handling
(Niernann 10-5), 6:08 p.m.
both kickoff and punt returns.
and we've got the guys to mix it
Minnesota (S.Baker 10-7) at Texas
The rookie intercepted a
up and change up personnel for(Millwood 9-7), 7:05 p.m.
N Y. Yankees (Gaudin 1-0 at Oakland
mations," Collins said Tuesday. pan red ran it back 29 yards
(Bre.Anderson 7-8). 9:05 p.m.
for st touchdown in the 'Mans'
"It'll be interesting to see how
Thursday's Games
27-30 exhibition win last
Seattle (Roiviend-Smith 2-1) at Detroit
teams react to a guy like Jared
(Washbu
rn 8-7). 12:05 p.m
wailitand over Tampa Bay.
Cook ... It'll be some interesting
L.A. Angels (Lackey 8-5) at Cleveland
things that I think we can do,
(Masterson 3-4), 805 p.m.
with 34 receptions.
Boston (Lester 9-7) at Toronto (Cecil 5and I think will help us."
1), 6:07 p.m.
Coach Jeff Fisher sees an
It would be difficult for the
Bailknore (Matusz 1-2) at Tampa By
'Mans not to be better passing improved air attack with plays
(J.Shlekis 7-9). 6:06 p.m.
Minnesota (Swarzak 3-6) at Texas
the ball than either of the past being made in practice, though
(Holland 6-7), 7:05 p.m.
two seasons, when they ranked most plays are being hid from
27th in the NPL in yards per prying eyes in preseason games.
"It's efficient. A good basis to
game. That league-best 13-3
record in 2008? Credit a physi- judge it by is our defense,
cal defense and a run game because our defense is pretty
anchored by a strong offensive good at adjusting to seeing a
line and running backs Chris concept once and taking it away.
Johnson and LenDale White, So as long as we keep making
also known as Smash and Dash. plays against the defense, we'll
That's
why
Tennessee assume we'll be OK," Fisher
focused on adding offensive said.
That makes sense considerthreats this offseason to make
sure Collins, also brought back ing the 'Mans' secondary feawith his own two-year deal, can tures 'three Pro Bowiera•
pithed off 19 balls in 200*-as
throw as the Titans choose.
tii4hcit rive,points
part
of a defense that ranked in the third game.
They signed Washington to a
six-year deal and immediately sixth in the NFL against the
"I have to give credit to
installed him as a starter, even pass, allowing 199.8 yards per (Fletcher)," Hobbs said. "She
though Washington was the No. game.
has an amazing jump serve and
Throwing the ball better is a we missed a lot of points
3 receiver with the defending
must after the Titans saw defens- because of her. That put us in a
champion Pittsburgh Steelers.
Then they drafted Brin at No. es focus on stopping the run in bind and we've got to work to
30 overall, making him the first 2008, often stacking defenders adjust to servers like that."
player ever taken in the first at the line of scrimmage and darJunior defensive specialist
round from Rutgers and the first ing Collins to beat them with Jessica Mulvihill also hurt
receiver picked by this franchise their arm. Fisher noted Calloway from behind the line,
in the opening round since 1998. Indianapolis opened the game in stringing together seven straight
They swapped a 2010 draft pick Nashville last October with four points and three consecutive
to New England and grabbed the linebackers and only three aces to give the Lady Marshals a
speedy Cook in the third round. defensive backs, and the Colts 14-3 lead in the second game.
Both Washington and Cook were not alone.
Tuesday night served as the
Fisher is curious to see how debut for best-of-5 matches in
have been busy in camp showing how quickly they can get defenses react to the changes.
the 4th District. In 2008, all
"It really will be a week-to- matches were best-of-3, but
dovnificld and catch deep balls.
Cook seems to make a play or week thing," Fisher said. "If coaches expressed a desire to
two each practice, sprinting past we're having difficulty like we transition to longer matches,
defensive backs with lineback- did at Chicago and have to which are favored in the
ers barely able to knock him off throw it, we should throw it as Louisville and Lexington areas.
well, if not better."
his feet.
In order for any match to
Dared to throw, Collins did become best-of-5, both coaches
Britt was hampered by an
injured hamstring his first week just that in 2008, especially at must agree prior to the contest,
of camp, but caught a 38-yard Chicago and at Jacksonville as as Hobbs and Boggess did
pass from Vince Young last he combined for five touch- Tuesday.
week against Tampa Bay in downs and only one intercepIn the first game, Marshall
stride and held on despite being tion. But he didn't throw for led 22-3 before Calloway
hammered by two defenders. He more than 289 yards in any
later adjusted his route and game last year and finished with
caught a 37-yard TD from the 12 touchdowns and 2,676 yards.
Collins knows the Titans
scrambling Young.
It's a nice adjustment for a under Fisher always will be a
team whose leading receiver in run-first team, and he calls that a
good thing. That doesn't mean
2008 was tight end Bo Scaife
Gage, the lone returning starter, he isn't eager to see what he can
ranked only fourth on the team do with his new help when
defenses refuse to let them run.

National Utegue Standings
All Times CDT
By The Associated Prase
Division
W L Pet GB
Philadelphia
67 49 578
— •
Florida
84 55.538 4 1/2
Atlanta
62 57.521 61/2
New Yon,
56 63.471121/2
Washington
43 78.361251/2
Central Division
W L Pet GO '
St Louis
68 53.582
— •
Chicago
GO 57.513
6
Milwaukee
58 61.487
9
Houston
57 82.479
10 ,
Cincinnati
50 68.42418 1/2
Pittsburgh
70.4371
48
8 1/2
West Division
W L Pet GB '
Los Angeles
71 49.592
—
Colorado
66 53.565 4 1/2
San Francisco
66 54.548 5 1/2
Arizona
64 86.450
17
San Diego
51 70.42120 1/2

a•si

Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia 5, Arizona 1
Colorado 4, Washeigion 3
Pittsburgh 5, Milwaukee 2
N.Y. MeN 9, Atlanta 4
San Francisco 8, Cincinnati 5, 10
innings
Florida 6, Houston 2
San Diego 6. Chicago Cubs 3
L.A Dodgers 7, St. Louis 3
Wednesday's Games
Anzoria (Haren 12-7) at Philadelphia
(CI.Lee 3-0). 6:05 p.m.
Colorado (Marquis 13-8) at Washington
(Balester 1-2), 6:05 p.m.
Milwaukee (Galiardo 11-9) at Pittsburgh
(Maholm 8-7). 6:05 p.m.
Atlanta (Junlens 9-8) at N.Y. Meta
(PameN 3-4). 6:10 p.m.
San Francisco (Zito 8-11) at Cincinnati
(Arroyo 11-11), 8:10 p.m.
Ronda (West 4-4) at Houston (Bazardo
0-0), 705 p.m.
Chicago Cube (Harden 7-7) at San
Diego (Linos 4-2), 9:05 p.m_
St. Louis (Wainwright 14-7) at L.A.
Dodgers (Kershaw 8-7), 9:10 p.m.
Thursday's Games
San Francisco (Cain 12-4) at Cincinnati
(Harang 8-14), 11:35 a.m.
Arizona (D.Davis 7-10) at Philadelphia
(Blanton 7-6). 605 p.m.
Colorado (Hammel 7-7) at Washington •
(Mock 2-4), 8:05 p.m.
Atlanta (Kawakami 5-9) at N.Y. Mets
(J.Santana 13-8), 610 p.m.
Florida (Jo Johnson 12-2) at Houston
(W.Rodriguez 11-7), 7:05 p.m.
St. Louis (Pineiro 11-9) at San Diego
(Stauffer 1-5). 9:05 pm.
Chicago Cubs (Gorzelanny 5-2) at L.A.
Dodgers (Jet.'Neaver 5-4), 9:10 p.m.

CCHS

.Faa*piciii 1k
marshal

%-

launched a mini-rally 8C4:81fItlic
wargjA, j,p 2.44._.xpey1
Marshals scored the tirst f
points of the second ganti
before putting the game awalt
behind Mulvihill's serving.
Calloway never led ad()
allowed at least four Marshaitt
points in each game before getting on the board.
•-•
Lexie Watson and Emit
McKnight provided most of dIti
highlights for the Lady Laker(
scoring six points apiec
Watson and Brittnee Deitz deliy
ered five kills apiece while settqt
Allison Rogers dished out nidt
assists.
The Lady Lakers will get
chance to improve upo)4
Tuesday's outing when tht
continue district play
Thursday against Christi4ti
Fellowship.
Varsity game time is set for
p.m. at Jeffrey Gymnasium. :Notes: In JV action Tuesd4
night, Marshall County defeatelt!
Calloway County, 21-9, 21-1:1
In freshman action, Callow*
pushed the Lady Marshals bib
fell 2-1 (12-21, 21-12, 11-21).f.

•Stinson
From Page 1C
cide charge both carry a maximum sentence of five years in
prison.
Gilpin collapsed at the end of
a series of sprints during practice on Aug. 20, 2008, in temperatures that felt like 94
degrees. He died at a local hospital three days later.
The sophomore's death Cer-

tificate shows he died of septic
shock, multiple organ failure
and complications from heat
stroke. No autopsy was conducted.
A report on Gilpin's death by
Jefferson County Public Schools
determined Stinson did not violate any high school athletic
rules during the practice.

•Golf

Stk. O619181

•
•

Titans rookie
hurt during
morning practice

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
Arnedcan League Standings
Al These CDT
East Division
W L Pot GB
New York
75 45.625
—
Boston
67 51.568
7
Tampa Bay
64 54.542
10
Toronto
55 62.47016 1/2
Bellmore
48 71.40326 1/2
Central Division
W L Pot GB
Detroit
63 55.534
—
Chicago
61 59.506
3
Minnesota
57 62.479 8 1/2
Cleveland
51 67.432
12
Kansas City
47 72.30616 1/2
West Division
W L Pot GS
Los Angeles
72 45.615
—
Texas
67 51.566 51/2
Swale
61 58.513
12
Oaldend
53 66.445
20

/-)
//
)
P7/CC

.

From Page 1C
ist honors.
while the Lady Tigers came in at
Murray travels to Paducah's
219.
Paxton Park on Thursday, where
Christina
Veach
paced they'll face Paducah Tilghman
Murray with a 43 while and a rematch with Hickman.
Samantha Tinsley came in at 55,
The Tigers will be back in
Earlena Sheets shot 59 and Beth Paducah, at Silos Country Club,
i
Graham turned in a 62.
on Friday for the All 'A' regionThe Lady Falcons' Cameron al. The tournament will consist Brittnee Deitz, senior at Calloway County High School, %Ails
selected for the All-Tournament team at the Living
Bizzle fired a 42 to take medal- of 18 holes beginning at 8 a.m.
ston Cent*
Cardinal Classic Tournament this past weekend.
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Mo. woman charged with
Oberbullying on Craigslist
air BETSY TAYLOR

Cl I311
78
— 38 4 1/2
21 6 1/2
71121/2 '
5125 1/2
et GS '
52
—
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6.
57
9
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10 ,
2416 1/2
D7181/2 ,
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55 4 1/2
46 5 1/2
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17 •.
2120 1/2
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4sociated Press Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — A
Missouri woman has been
charged with cyberbullying for
allegedly posting photos and
iersonal information of a
teenage girl on the "Casual
Encounters"
section
of
Craigslist after an Internet argument.
Prosecutors said 40-year-old
Elizabeth A. Thrasher posted the
17-year-old's picture, e-mail
address and cell phone number
on the Web site in a posting that
suggested the girl was seeking a
sexual encounter.
St. Charles County Lt. Craig
McGuire said Tuesday that the
victim is the daughter of
Thrasher's ex-husband's girlfriend. The girl, who has not
been named, received lewd messages and photographs from
men she didn't know and contacted police.
Thrasher, of St. Peters, is the
first person charged with felony
yberbullying under a law
passed in Missouri after the suicide of 13-year-old Megan
Meier, who was the victim of an
Internet hoax that drew international attention.
Thrasher was freed on
$10,000 bond, but the judge prohibited her from having a corn-

i

I LA.
P.m.
Cincinnati •

puter or Internet access in her
home. She did not have a listed
number, and her attorney, Mike
Kielty, did not immediately
return a call.
Kielty told the St. Louis PostDispatch the posting was a practical joke, and he called the state
law poorly written.
Authorities said Thrasher and
the 17-year-old's mother had
been arguing, and there was
some back-and-forth bickering
on MySpace among all three.
"Who started what is up for
debate," said St. Charles County
Proszcutor Jack Banas.
McGuire said Thrasher then
created the posting on Craigslist
— whose "Casual Encounters"
section warns that the pages
may include adult content —
that included the teen's picture,
employer, e-mail address and
cell phone number. She received
calls, e-mails, text messages and
pornographic photos to her cell
phone, police said.
If convicted of felony harassment, Thrasher could face up to
four years in state prison, or up
to a year in county jail, and a
$5,000 fine, Banas said.
Under the cyberbullying law
that took effect last August, an
offense can be charged as a
felony if a victim is 17 or
younger and the suspect 21 or

older. Misdemeanor cases have
been filed since then.
The law was spurred by the
Megan Meier case, in which an
adult neighbor, her daughter and
a friend were linked to a
MySpace page concocted to
appear to be that of a teenage
boy. "Josh" initially flirted with
Megan but then made hurtful
comments shortly before she
hanged herself.
No state charges were tiled,
Banas has said, because the state
lacked an applicable law at the
time. A jury found the neighbor,
Lori Drew, guilty of three federal misdemeanors, but a judge
overturned the verdicts and said
he would acquit her. His decision has [ICA been finalized.
Megan's mother, Tina Meier,
who campaigns against cyberbullying, said Missouri's updated law should be "used to the
fullest extent."
"This is not a joke," Meier
said. "There have been too
many people who have taken
their own lives, too many people
and their families getting hurt by
this."

Ford plans vehicles to interact with power grids
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By 1011111ERIX & JOHNSON
AP Auto Writer
DEARBORN, Mich.(AP) -Ford Motor Co. says its future
Clectric cars will "talk" to power
grids across the country, part of
an effort to drive interest in a
hew class of vehicles.
-The nation's second-largest

automaker is releasing details of are testing the system
, which
a two-year collaboration with they say would not overta
x the
about a dozen utility companies electric system should battery
on the design of a system that electric vehicles become mainallows car owners to program stream. Ford will begin selling
a
when to charge the vehicle, how battery electric Transit Conne
ct
long and at what utility rate.
commercial van next year and
Ford itild the utility companies similar Focus in 2011.

AP Photo/The

CAT RESCUE: Covington Fire Department engineer Greg Seifner cradleEnquirer, Patrick Reddy
s, Sox, a male cat
he rescued from a house fire in Fort Wright, Ky, as another firefig
hter reaches in to

give the
cat oxygen on Monday Aug. 17. Seifner said he found the cat in a bedro
om. "It looked like
he was asleep," Reifner said. Firefighters revived the cat with
water and oxygen and the
homeowner, Sandy Chapman, rushed him to a veterinarian
.

Peppers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2008 Chrysler Thwe & Comsby LX
19,000 Milts, Heated
Leather, Moonroof,
Heads Up Display.
Stk.#P7261
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2006 Volkswagen
Beetle

73,000 Miles,
DVD,Power Doors,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk.0P7269

set forl
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, 21-1%
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2005 Honda Accord
55,000 Mlles,
TIC, PW/PL, CD.
Stk. #P7236

Am..;

10,844*
2006 Thyota Avalon Touring
•z4.

4(011

1

72,000 Mlles,
Heated Leather,
Moonroof, Alloy Wheels.
Stk.0P7265

95,377*
2006 Uncoln Zephyr

i

63,000 Miles,
V-11, Heated Leather,
Chrome Wheels.
Stk. *P7260

$12,987

-Ail..sig 41g1 Ak

AIL.A.1.A6..b.ii

2007 Dodge Charger

NNW/

•

v'—::
7;4, —73

2006 Cadillac CTS

32,000 Mlles,
Leather, Chrome Wheels,
Tinted Windows.
Stk. *CP693A

55,000 Miles, Heated Leather,
Moonroof, NAV,Alloy Wheels.
Tinted Windows.
Stk.1P7239
.!-!

15,437*

2001 Dodge Ram 1500 SLT 2008 Dodge Ram 1500 4x4

50,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Moonroof,
Chrome Wheels.
Stk. V7273

98,000 Miles,
TIC, PW/PL, CD,
Extended Cab.
Stk. *CP666A

19,000 Miles,
Hemi, Leather,
Moonroof, Chrome
Wheels/Nerf Bars.
Stk. *P7266

Al prices plus tax, title and license additional $149 doc tee included
Some photos tor illustration purposes
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Study: Ibuprofen
is best for kids
with broken arms

AP Photo/Busch Gardens, Matt Marriott
; In this photo providlosl by Busch Gardens, Bee,a ihree-year-old giraffe, and
Wilma, an ostrich, share a moment recently at Burch Gardena in Amps Bay, Florida's 05-acre Serengeti Rain. Just as
they do on Africa's plains, the animals
usually hang out with theirOwn species. But zoo keepers at Busch Gardens noticed
the unlikely pair that just can't seem
to get enough of one another.

Agency says 29 species may need federal protection
lip RIME *MIK
Aasocialed Pries Writer
SALT LAKE CITY (Al') —
Twenty-nine species in more
than 20 states — from a rare
beach-dwelling
plant
in
Yellowstone National Park to a
caddis fly in Nebraska — may
need federal protections to avoid
extinction, according to the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service.
• The agency said Tuesday that
20 plants, six snails, two insects
ocl a fish may warrant protection under the Endangered
Species Act but in-depth studies
Wend first. '1' • '
The decision is a mappens to a

2007 petition by WildEarth snail.
Guardians, an environmental
Fourteen of the 29 appear in
group that sought protections for Utah, including 10 plant species
more than 200 species, most of and a small silvery minnow
them in the West.
called the Northern leatherside
In February, the agency turned chub.
down protections for 165 plants
Diane Katzenberger, a U.S.
and animals and delayed a deci- Fish and Wildlife Service
sion on the remaining 38.
spokeswoman in Denver, said
Among the 29 that federal each of the species will now get
officials said may need protec- a detailed review, including
tion are the Yellowstone sand identification of its range, distriverbena, which only lives on the bution and threats.
sandy beaches of Yellowstone
Federal officials will then
Lake, several species of decide whether each needs to be
isi Wyoming. Utah protected as a threatened or
mad Colorado,and a Midwestern sodausaed species.
mollusk called the Frigid amberNicole Rosmarino, wildlife

program director for Santa Fe,
N.M.-based
WildEarth
Guardians, said she's pleased
with the decision but more
needs to oe done to protect other
species deemed threatened by
scientists.
"To catch up with the biodiversity crisis in the U.S., the
service needs to be listing
dozens of species at once," she
said.
The Fish and Wildlife Service
defines an endangered species
as one that is in danger of
extinction throughout all or a
significant portion of its range.

111111111111.Y1IN SINICNION1
AP Medical Writer
Kids with a broken arm do better on a simple over-the-counter
painkiller than on a more powerful prescription combination that
includes a narcotic, a surprising
study finds.
It tested ibuprofen, sold as
Advil, Motrin and other brands,
against acetaminophen plus
codeine — a combo called
Tylenol No. 3 that is also sold in
generic form.
The children on ibuprofen did
better, said the study leader, Dr.
Amy Drendel of the Medical
College of Wisconsin in suburban Milwaukee.
"They were more likely to
play, they ate better and they had
fewer adverse effects," she said.
Results were published online
Tuesday by the Annals of
Emergency Medicine. Experts
praised the study as one of the
few to compare medicines that
have been long used in children
based on how they work in
adults.
"We want to start with what's
effective and less likely to cause
problems," and in this case, it
turned out to be a cheap, overthe-counter drug, said Dr. Knox
Todd, an emergency medicine
pain researcher at Beth Israel
Medical Center in New York and
a member of the American Pain
Society's board of directors.
The results do not mean that
ibuprofen beats acetaminophen
for everyday pain relief in children or anyone else, though. The
study tested a specific use —
pain in the first three days after a
broken ann — and the acetaminophen was combined with the
narcotic codeine, not tested
alone.
Still, it shows the best way to
treat a very common problem:
As many as one out of five kids
will break a bone before age 10
— often, an arm.

Researchers
randonlip
assigned 336 children ages 444
18 to go home with liquid vqi:
sions of either ibuprofen or tli;
acetaminophen-codeine comfit:
after being treated for a broktir
arm at Children's Hospital of
Wisconsin. Neither the children;
parents nor the doctors knew
who received what treatment
until the study ended.
Full results were available no.
244 children. The portiallii,,%ché
failed to get relief from their
assigned medicine was roughbl
the same.
Half of those on the combo
medicine reported side effects
mostly nausea and drowsinesi.
that can occur with narcotics lik
codeine — versus 30 percent of
those given ibuprofen.
The ibuprofen users also had
fewer problems eating, plain&
going to school or sleeping:
They and their parents reporaul
more satisfaction with the treat!
mcnt.
"A lot of emergency medicine
physicians are afraid to give kids
narcotics and a lot of parents r*
uncomfortable with narcoitg
medicine," so finding an efftsi.;
tive alternative is good newiq,
Drendel said.
The hospital and medical
school paid for the study, and.4
hospital-related charity paid for
$10 Toys R Us gift certificates
for each participant.
The study has nothing to do
with limits on IYIenol for adulta
that were recently proposed by
an advisory panel to the federal
Food and Drug Administration,
said Todd, who is a member of
that panel.
"Acetaminophen when taken
as directed is a very safe drug:
The problem is people taking too
much," or its inclusion in drugs
that people might not be aware
of, he explained.

Catch the MIMS Tigers'
First Game 012000
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Channel 15!
Friday, August 21st
at 7:30 PM
(270) 753-5312
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